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ABSTRACT 

DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPREHENSIVE AND MODULAR MODELLING, 

ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION TOOL FOR HELICOPTERS 

Yücekayalı, Arda 

M.S, Department of Aerospace Engineering 

Supervisor: Asst. Prof. Dr. Ali Türker Kutay 

September 2011, 196 pages 

 

Helicopter flight dynamic, rotor aerodynamic and dynamic analyses activities 

have been a great dispute since the first helicopters, at both design and test stages. 

Predicting rotor aerodynamic and dynamic characteristics, helicopter dynamic 

behavior and trimmed flight conditions is a huge challenge to engineers as it 

involves the tradeoff between accuracy, fidelity, complexity and computational cost.  

Flight dynamic activities such as; predicting trim conditions, helicopter 

dynamic behavior and simulation of a flight condition or maneuver mostly require 

analysis tools with low computational cost and complexity. However this decreases 

accuracy and fidelity of the model. On the other hand, analyses at design stages, 

such as; blade geometric and structural design mostly requires accurate and higher 

fidelity aerodynamic load predictions over the rotor disk. Contrarily this brings high 

computational cost and complexity. Therefore separate analysis tools for each 

objective or one complete tool that can be used for all purposes are essential. 
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Throughout this study a helicopter mathematical including trim model with a 

selective and modular structure is developed as a generic analysis tool. The 

selective structure enables the mathematical model to be used in both flight dynamic 

and comprehensive analysis while the modular structure plays a role as an 

infrastructure for further developments. The mathematical model developed is 

validated with flight test data of several helicopters. Besides, commercial helicopter 

comprehensive analysis tools are used to validate the mathematical model 

analyses. Results showed good agreement with the compared data. 

Keywords: Helicopter modeling, rotor aerodynamics, rotor dynamics 
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ÖZ 

HELİKOPTERLER İÇİN MODÜLER VE KAPSAMLI MODELLEME, ANALİZ VE 

SİMÜLASYON ARACI GELİŞTİRİLMESİ 

Yücekayalı, Arda 

Yüksel Lisans, Havacılık ve Uzay Mühendisliği Bölümü 

Tez Yöneticisi: Asst. Prof. Dr. Ali Türker Kutay 

 

Eylül, 2011, 196 sayfa 

 

Helikopter tasarım ve test aşamalarında uçuş dinamiği, rotor aerodinamik ve 

dinamik analiz çalışmaları ilk helikopterlerden bu yana büyük bir önem taşımıştır. 

Rotor aerodinamik ve dinamik karakterinin, helikopter tepki ve denge koşullarının 

tahminleri doğruluk, hassasiyet, karmaşıklık ve hesaba dayalı efor arasında bir 

alışveriş içerdiğinden mühendisler için zorlu bir iş olmuştur.  

 Helikopterin denge koşullarının, dinamik tepkisinin ve bir uçuş koşulunun 

veya manevranın simulasyonu gibi uçuş dinamiği çalışmaları genellikle düşük hesap 

eforu ve karmaşıklığa sahip metot ve araçlar gerektirmektedir. Fakat bu doğruluk ve 

hassasiyetin azalmasına sebep olmaktadır. Buna karşılık, pala geometrik veya 

yapısal tasarımı gibi tasarım faaliyetleri genellikle doğruluğu ve hassasiyeti yüksek 

araçlar ile yapılmaktadır. Benzer bir şekilde bu da yüksek hesap eforu ve 

karmaşıklık getirmektedir. Dolayısıyla, ya her amaç için farklı bir analiz aracına ya 

da her alanda kullanılabilecek bütün bir analiz aracına ihtiyaç duyulmaktadır. 
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 Bu tez çalışmasında bu ihtiyacı karşılamaya yönelik hem seçmeli hem de 

modüler bir yapıda, denge modelini de içeren bir helikopter matematik modeli 

geliştirilmiştir. Seçmeli yapı, geliştirilen matematik modelin hem uçuş dinamiği hem 

de detaylı analiz faaliyetlerinde kullanılmasını, modüler yapı ise geliştirmeler ve 

iyileştirmeler için bir altyapı görevi görmesini sağlamaktadır. Geliştirilen matematik 

model, literatürde bulunan helikopter uçuş test verileri ve ticari helikopter analiz ve 

simulasyon araçları ile doğrulanmış ve sonuçların tutarlı ve uyumlu olduğu 

görülmüştür. 

Anahtar Kelimeler: helikopter modelleme, rotor aerodinamiği, rotor dinamiği 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

Within the last few decades, the interest in more accurate and reliable 

helicopter flight dynamics mathematical models has been increased. There are 

several factors behind this. One reason for that is the increase in interest for more 

reliable and maneuverable helicopter came with the necessity of more accurate 

flight dynamics mathematical models. With the advances in construction, design and 

controllability technologies, the common interest has been concentrated to lighter 

and more maneuverable helicopters. As a consequence the interest on such 

helicopters brought more complex helicopter configurations for which more accurate 

and reliable mathematical models are essential. Today’s high fidelity flight control 

systems require more accurate mathematical models that can define the dynamic 

response of the helicopter under both steady and unsteady transient flight conditions 

accurately, which may be considered as another reason. Also in order to understand 

the physical mechanism associated with helicopter specific problems such as rotor 

dynamics and aerodynamics in any flight conditions, mathematical models that 

define both rotor and helicopter dynamic behaviors accurately are required. A third 

reason for the increase of interest in helicopter mathematical models appears at 

preliminary design stages. In preliminary design stages of helicopters or helicopter 

autopilots, computationally affordable and simple, yet, accurate enough 

mathematical models are valuable in order to estimate approximate performance 

specifications. In addition, the initial designs of new components or sub-systems that 

are planned to be implemented on a platform such as  helicopter, may be modeled 

by emprical or analyical models and integrated to a  flight dynamics mathematical 

model in order to analyze the individual performance as well as the effect to whole 

helicopter performance.  
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When helicopter flight dynamics is considered, the force and moments 

generated by main and tail rotors are the main contributors to helicopter dynamic 

response under any flight condition. For an accurate and reliable helicopter 

mathematical model, it is essential to calculate the load contributions from main and 

tail rotor to the total helicopter force and moments, accurately. Besides, the success 

of a mathematical model lies beneath the ability of modeling the main and tail rotors 

accurately enough, which are the main sources of aerodynamic loads associated 

with flight conditions and maneuvers, so that rotor dynamic behavior and loads 

transferred to the fuselage, are determined correctly.  On the other hand, 

mathematical models used in real time piloted simulators or flight control systems 

have to be fast enough to enable user to simulate trimmed or untrimmed maneuvers 

and give perturbations to obtain the desired behavior of the helicopter. Therefore, 

accurate, computationally efficient and fast flow prediction over a rotor is essential 

for helicopter flight dynamics mathematical models and has been a continuous 

problem for engineers over a half century.  

 There still is a powerful analytical method, blade element method [2, 19], 

which can calculate aerodynamic force and moments generated by rotor accurately 

if the inflow distribution is known. The accuracy of the blade element method 

depends on the inflow distribution data resolution and to the parameters that are 

required for modeling and defined by the user. Therefore, for an accurate 

aerodynamic, inflow distribution over the rotor disc should be calculated accurately. 

In addition to the flight conditions and wake induced velocity, one of the main inflow 

contributors to rotor is blade dynamic behavior. Relative velocities on a flapping 

could change the whole dynamic behavior of the rotor. In addition with the existence 

of hubs which enable blades to flap freely or damped, result in tilt in tip path plane, 

which would also tilt the thrust vector of the rotor. Tilt in thrust vector results in 

change in the force and moments that are transferred to the hub and to the 

fuselage. Therefore a good flapping model is essential for an accurate and reliable 

mathematical model, in order to capture blade dynamic behavior including the tip 

path plane dynamics. 

 Since the first helicopters, low forward speed and limited range have been 

the biggest two weaknesses for helicopters when compared with fixed wing aircraft. 
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In 1950’s and 1960’s the interest was concentrated on compound helicopters which 

eliminates the weaknesses while maintaing the advantages of helicopters over fixed 

wings. With the advances in construction and design methods, nowadays the trends 

is again headed to compound helicopter configurations which combines rotary and 

fixed wing aircrafts principles in order to reach high forward speeds as well as have 

hover capability. This brings interest on modular structured mathematical models. 

Modular structure enables user to exclude or attach component models such as 

aerodynamic surfaces, landing gears, auxilary bodies, stores or rotors so that any 

configuration is modelled without requiring a new mathematical model. Therefore, in 

order to model the complex configurations of compound helicotpers, mathematical 

models have to be built with a flexible, modular and selective structure, so that it can 

easily be modified and can capture the dynamic behavior of the platforms. 

Otherwise a new mathematical model would be necessary for each new 

configuration.  

 Keeping in mind all these aspects, an accurate, reliable and widely used 

mathematical model should comprised of a good aerodynamic and dynamic model 

of the main and tail rotors, should have a modular and selective structure and 

should be computationally cheap. 

 In this study, a mathematical model is developed according to all the aspects 

mentioned. Several analytical and empirical models for aerodynamic force and 

moment calculations are implemented and selection option is left to the user. 

According to the aim of the analysis, the accuracy and computational cost can be 

chosen. For example if a trim analysis and critical load investigation is to be studied, 

then higer fidelity model can be activated, whereas if a dynamic response of a 

helicopter under pilot inputs is to be investigated then lower accuracy but faster 

models can be used. In addition modular structure enables user to expand and 

improve the desired modules or gives him/her the option to replace them with higher 

or lower fidelity models. With the ability of excluding or attaching new modules and 

components the mathematical model can easily be modified to analyze various 

systems such as wind turbines, compound helicopters, intermeshing, tandem or 

classical helicopter configurations.   
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 The mathematical model developed behaves like a system consisting of sub 

systems that they define the helicopter and its components. The non-linear 

mathematical model developed is suitable for simulators, trim analyses, 

aerodynamic force and moment studies, critical loads and case investigations and 

maneuver modeling. Each helicopter component is approximated as a point mass, 

generating a force and moment on its center of gravity. The forces and moments for 

all the components are transferred to the center of gravity of the whole helicopter in 

order to obtain total force and moments that would define the helicopter dynamic 

behavior. Then the dynamic behavior of the helicopter can be calculated by 

integrating the linear and angular accelerations in time domain. 

1.1  Initial Mathematical Model 

To start with an initial mathematical model which defines the basic helicopter 

dynamic behavior is developed and validated. Afterwards, modules such as main 

and tail rotor aerodynamic and main rotor tip path plane dynamics models are 

replaced with higher fidelity modules that described the force and moments 

generated more accurately. The initial mathematical model, similar to minimum 

complexity mathematical model [6], is built from simplified force and moment 

equations. Main rotor aerodynamic force and moments are calculated with blade 

element momentum theory [19] which combines classical strip element method with 

momentum theory. The induced velocity distribution over the rotor disc for both 

hover and forward flight conditions are calculated from momentum theory. Blade’s 

dynamic responses under blade geometric and structural properties, and pilot 

controls, are calculated by the method of Chen [41] where blades are assumed rigid. 

Rigid and uniform structure assumptions are also applied to inertial and centrifugal 

force and moment calculations. The force and moment distributions are then 

integrated along the blade and azimuth angle [Figure 1-1]. Combined with inertial 

and centrifugal forces, hub force and moments are also calculated and transferred 

to the fuselage. 
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Figure 1-1 Azimuth angle definition 

Tail rotor aerodynamic force and moment are calculated in a similar way with 

the main rotor. The induced velocity distribution over the disk is calculated from 

momentum theory and aerodynamic loads are obtained with blade element method. 

Unlike to the main rotor, tip path plane dynamics of the blades are ignored, resulting 

in a hingeless like hub type. Force and moments transferred to the fuselage are 

calculated from spanwise and azimuthwise integrations of aerodynamic forces. The 

absence of flapping dynamics, simplifies the loads generated by tail rotor while 

eliminating centrifugal and inertial force and moments. 

Fuselage, horizontal and vertical tail models, which are replaced with higher 

fidelity models in final mathematical model, are initially modeled with simplified 
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equations of force and moments neglecting stall, non-linearity in aerodynamic forces 

and force components that are in second order importance. 

1.2 Refined Main and Tail Rotor Aerodynamic Models 

The success of a mathematical model depends on the accuracy and fidelity of 

the main and tail rotor aerodynamic models since they are the main force and 

moment contributors. Therefore the basic aerodynamic modules implemented in the 

initial mathematical model are refined for higher accuracy and fidelity. For main and 

tail rotor aerodynamic models, in the initial mathematical model, blade element 

momentum method was implemented. Aerodynamic force and moments were 

calculated by classical strip element method while induced velocity was derived from 

uniform inflow model [19, 28]. The aerodynamic module built from simplified 

equations for main and tail rotor is replaced with a higher fidelity aerodynamic 

module which consists of several inflow prediction methods and an iterative tip path 

plane dynamics model.  

Blade element methods, which are widely used, are still very powerful 

methods in calculation aerodynamic force and moment distributions radially and 

azimuthally. The strength of this method comes from its simplicity. Blade is divided 

into strips. Each strip defines a blade element. If the velocity components that each 

blade element encounter is known, than using airfoil aerodynamic coefficients which 

may be obtained by table look-up methods or lift curve slope and linearity 

assumption, aerodynamic force and moments generated by each blade element can 

be calculated with simple lift, drag and moment equations. Therefore the main 

aspect that determines the accuracy of blade element methods is the prediction 

method of induced velocity.  

The aerodynamic model that is replaced with blade element momentum 

method that is implemented initially is built up with several methods at various levels 

of fidelity. Method for hover and forward flight conditions are developed separately. 

For hover flight cases, momentum theory combined with Prandtl’s tip loss function is 

implemented for initial induced velocity distribution. Blade element method is used in 

order to calculate initial load, circulation distribution on rotor disc and initial thrust 
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value of the rotor. The higher fidelity method implemented for hover flight cases is 

vortex theory, which takes rotor wake and wake induced velocity into account. Rotor 

wake geometry is predicted by Landgrebe’s prescribed wake model [53]. Wake 

geometry and initial circulation distributions are used to predict the whole vortex 

sheet strengths, tip and roll-up vortex strengths. Wake induced velocity distribution 

on the rotor disc is calculated by the help of Biot-Savart rule [36]. As a result taking 

the wake induced velocity into account, tip and root losses are modeled and 

aerodynamic loads are predicted. The option of induced velocity model is left to user 

according to the aim of the analyses.  

On the other hand for forward flight cases, a modified uniform inflow model is 

used in order to determine the required initial values for non-uniform induced 

velocity model. Uniform inflow distribution calculated from momentum theory is 

modified by Drees [18] so that induced velocity distribution depends on both radial 

and azimuthal location. Calculated initial thrust is used in Mangler & Squire‘s non-

uniform induced velocity model [19]. 

Mangler & Squire inflow is a linear combination of two types of inflow 

distributions [19].  With the combination of two types of inflow distributions and the 

initial values obtained from uniform inflow distribution, circulation and inflow 

distribution values are calculated and supplied to vortex theory as initial values. 

Vortex theory as the highest fidelity induced velocity model for forward flight 

along the models implemented requires wake geometry and vortex strength 

predictions. Unlike hover, in forward flight vortices from adjacent blades in rotor 

wake interacts with each other causing wake geometry to be distorted. Similar to 

vortex theory for hover flight, wake geometry is predicted with prescribed wake 

models. Two wake geometry prediction models, undistorted wake model and 

Beddoes’ distorted wake model [57], are implemented for forward flight conditions. 

For forward flight, unlike hover, circulation distribution is not symmetrical over the 

rotor disk. Therefore vortex strengths of the trailing vortices are not constant and are 

changing with azimuth angle. Vortex theory for forward flight calculates the wake 

induced velocity with Biot-Savart rule [36] while taking the non-uniform and non-

symmetric circulation distribution over the rotor disk into account. 
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Blade dynamic behavior is determined with an iterative process between tip 

path plane dynamics module and aerodynamic module. Starting with the initial 

values supplied to the mathematical model, aerodynamic moment generated at the 

blade root and flapping angles are exchanged between tip path plane dynamics 

module and aerodynamic module until convergence is obtained. The developed tip 

path plane dynamics module takes centrifugal forces, inertial forces, if exists 

flapping spring, and Coriolis accelerations into account while calculating flapping 

angle which is also a function of azimuth angle. 

As the mathematical model developed is built with a selective structure, each 

inflow model could be used individually. Therefore, the accuracy, fidelity and 

computational cost for the mathematical model could be decided by the user. 

1.3 Trim Model 

Unlike fixed wing aircraft, for rotary wing aircraft it is not suggested to 

decouple longitudinal and lateral trim solutions [2]. It is not possible to completely 

separate longitudinal and lateral dynamic from each other. Therefore longitudinal 

and lateral trim controls have to be solved simultaneously in order to obtain an 

accurate trim solution.  

In this study, an optimization method is used as a trim model. The optimization 

method iterates six variables; main rotor collective, main rotor longitudinal and 

lateral cyclic, tail rotor collective and helicopter Euler phi and theta angles, in order 

to minimize the objective function, which is defined by square roots of squared linear 

accelerations and angular velocities. 

Initial values are used in order to find the trim solution as a local minimum of a 

mathematical function with six variables. The better the initial values, the faster the 

trim iteration is. Therefore, for complex maneuvers, initial values may be set from 

trim conditions of simple maneuvers. 

Again the selective structure enables user to add and subtract variables from 

objective function so that the maneuver is desired could be modeled. For example if 

a pull up maneuver desired to be modeled, then z component of the linear 
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accelerations and pitch attitude of the helicopter are left out of the objective function 

and assigned constant values that that represent the desired maneuver. Then, the 

optimization process determines the pilot controls and helicopter attitude that result 

in zero acceleration for the maneuver given in the objective function. 

1.4 Validation 

The mathematical model developed in this study is validated with both test 

data that is available in literature and FLIGHTLAB, a tool widely used in helicopter 

mathematical modeling, analyses and simulation [13]. Same helicopter is modeled 

with FLIGHTLAB at same fidelity with each aerodynamic module developed. Main 

rotor collective and cyclic, tail rotor collective, main rotor flapping angles, main rotor 

hub forces, main and tail rotor power required values and helicopter accelerations 

are analyzed and compared for both trimmed and untrimmed flight conditions. For 

example, at first step velocity sweep analysis is done at sea level for leveled forward 

flight cases with FLIGHTLAB and pilot controls for trimmed conditions are extracted 

from analyses. These pilot controls are used as inputs for the mathematical model 

and helicopter linear and angular accelerations, flapping angles and hub forces 

generated by main rotor are compared and validated. At second step, in order to 

validate the trim model, at several flight conditions analyses are conducted and pilot 

controls for trimmed cases are compared.   

On the other hand, each aerodynamic module is validated with test data 

available in the literature. Force and moments generated by main rotor, trim values 

of pilot controls under several flight conditions and helicopter attitudes are compared 

and validated with flight test data of several helicopters. 

1.5 Goals & Outputs 

The main goal of this study is to develop a mathematical model with a modular 

structure with refined rotor aerodynamics models so that dynamic behavior of the 

helicopter is captured accurately. The model developed is useful for flight dynamics 

analyses, simulators and preliminary designs. For flight dynamic analyses and 

simulators, helicopter behavior can be modeled under any pilot input. Trim 
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conditions and helicopter attitudes for trimmed flight conditions can be calculated 

with the mathematical model running under the trim model developed. Flight 

performances for trimmed flights or maneuvers can be analyzed. Besides, time 

based integration enables user to simulate a maneuver or a mission profile and flight 

performances and requirements can be calculated. For example with simple 

modifications, fuel consumption and fuel weight for a single flight or a complex 

mission can be calculated.  

 The mathematical model developed can also be used in preliminary design 

phase of helicopter configurations. Main rotor distributed and integrated loads are 

calculated and critical loads, location of critical loads and under what conditions 

critical loads occur can be obtained. This would give an initial idea to engineers at 

preliminary design stage of main rotor and helicopter and would enable engineers to 

estimate preliminary performance values of the configuration.   

 The study done throughout this thesis is supported by the Rotor design and 

infrastructure development Project (ROTA) which is prosecuted in Turkish 

Aerospace Industries (TAI) with the support of Scientific and Technological 

Research Council of Turkey (TUBITAK). Besides the main rotor aerodynamic 

module developed in this study is used and improved by the ROTA Project as it has 

evolved. Therefore ROTA Project has directly contributed to the main rotor 

aerodynamic module and as a consequence to the mathematical model developed. 

The main rotor aerodynamic module developed in this study will called as xBEM 

from this point. x represents the helicopter group in TAI and the remaining 

represents Blade Element Method. On the other hand, the mathematical model 

developed throughout this study will be called as HELCOMAS from this point. 

HELCOMAS is an acronym for Helicopter Comprehensive and Modular Modeling, 

Analysis and Simulation tool.  
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CHAPTER 2  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Mathematical Flight Dynamics Model 

 One of the biggest challenges at helicopter design stage is estimating the 

helicopter flight dynamic characteristics. Generally these characteristics are 

obtained with flight tests at flight conditions within the operational envelopes of the 

platform. However, it is not efficient, feasible and possible to do flight tests for every 

critical conditions. Therefore, accurate analysis and simulations play essential role in 

filling the incomplete envelope. Accurate analyses and simulations require a good 

aerodynamics, dynamics and control system representations of the helicopter. 

Therefore it is essential for manufacturers and designers to have an accurate and 

modular shaped mathematical model which can be also easily modified so that 

complex and unusual configurations are modeled. 

 A helicopter flight dynamics mathematical model usually consists of a 6 

degree of freedom rigid or elastic body equations of motions where force and 

moment contributions from each component are calculated individually. The model 

developed by Cvetkovic [1] can be a basic example of a mathematical model of a 

helicopter which is used in dynamic analyses of Mi-8 helicopter with the new 

composite main rotor blades designed at Belgrade Faculty of Mechanical 

Engineering. The mathematical model developed is built from simple 6 degrees of 

freedom rigid body equations of motions, where main rotor induced velocity is 

obtained from momentum theory with the assumption that helicopter rotor dynamics 

can be separated into longitudinal and lateral motions. However, although 

decoupling of longitudinal and lateral dynamics brings great simplification, helicopter 

longitudinal and lateral dynamics are strongly coupled and for accurate and reliable 

mathematical models it is not feasible to decouple them [2]. The nonlinear 
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mathematical model developed by Talbot et al. [3], includes a total force and 

moment model of a single main rotor helicopter, which also uses six degree of 

freedom rigid body equations of motion, with coupled longitudinal and lateral 

dynamics of the helicopter. Combined with six rigid body and the rotor rotational 

degree of freedom, coupled three rotor flapping degrees of freedom equations are 

solved simultaneously for piloted simulations. Another helicopter mathematical 

model, which calculates main rotor induced velocity from simple momentum theory, 

is the one developed by Salazar [4]. Coupled rotor flapping dynamics, only thrust 

generating tail rotor and classical six degree of freedom rigid body equations of 

motions are combined in order to obtain the linear and angular acceleration 

equations.  

 In order to understand the physical mechanism associated with helicopter 

specific problems such as rotor dynamics and aerodynamics in any flight conditions, 

mathematical models that defines both rotor and helicopter dynamic behaviors 

accurately are required. In that manner, the mathematical model developed by 

Takahashi M. D. [5] included rigid, hinge restrained rotor blades giving the flap, lag 

and torsion degree of freedoms to the blades. The induced velocity distribution over 

the rotor disc is calculated with three state nonlinear dynamic inflow models and the 

main rotor downwash effect on empennage surfaces and tail rotor is included. 

Except from all of these, a helicopter flight dynamic mathematical model, so called 

the Minimum Complexity Model, developed by Heffley and Mnich [6] have been 

commonly used in several studies for the last 20 years [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Minimum 

Complexity mathematical model, which is a buildup of individual vehicle components 

described by equations addressing the features associated with those components, 

enables user to be able to model the helicopter with only the basic data sources 

such as flight manuals or system component specifications. Computational delays, 

cost and inflexibility of the very sophisticated mathematical models are the main 

factors that were considered during the development of this model. As being an 

example of minimal complex helicopter mathematical model while requiring only 

basic data on helicopter to be modeled and the structure which allows 

improvements on any individual component made the minimum complexity 

mathematical model to be used extensively as a base model [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. For 

example Hilbert revised the general minimum complexity mathematical model for 
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UH-60 helicopters to include fuselage aerodynamic force and moment equations 

that are specific to the UH-60, a canted tail rotor, a horizontal stabilizator with 

variable incidence and a pitch bias actuator [7].  Another update to the minimum 

complexity model is done by Yilmaz [8], in order to implement higher fidelity 

simulation components such as dynamic inflow model Peters-He [47, 48, 49], 

horizontal tail contribution, improved tail rotor model etc. The strength of 

mathematical models like minimum complexity lies beneath the opportunities of 

modifying or manipulating the fidelity of the model. The mathematical model 

developed by Munzinger [9] can be also an example for similar studies. It is based 

on the minimum complexity mathematical model however in order to increase the 

fidelity of the simulations, additional components like control rotor, actuator models 

and sensor models are added. Besides the minimum complexity mathematical 

model and its derivatives, a mathematical model for a model scale helicopter has 

been developed by Kim S. K. and Tilbury D. M. [12]. First principles and basic 

aerodynamics are used in order to derive the six degree of freedom equations of 

motion of the helicopter. The mathematical model developed is then used to analyze 

the flybar and main rotor blade interactions and investigate the effect of flybar on 

stability of the model helicopter. This study shows that mathematical models are 

important simulation, analyses and identification tools not only for piloted helicopters 

but also for model and unmanned rotorcrafts.  

 Except from helicopter flight dynamic characteristics, at both preliminary and 

detailed design stages of the helicopters, load analysis on helicopter components 

are also required. Analysis of aerodynamic force and moments, inertial loads or if 

exists centrifugal forces acting to the components of the helicopter, are essential in 

the design and assembly stages of both individual components and whole system. 

Besides also these detailed analyses are a required for critical flight conditions and 

maneuvers. Therefore mathematical models with higher fidelities and more 

sophisticated models, while having low computational costs are essential. With the 

advances in computation technologies, larger and more sophisticated mathematic 

models can be used. At this point, comprehensive rotorcraft codes including the 

content for flight dynamics analyses show their importance. FLIGHTLAB [13], which 

is built in a modular structure where each module corresponds to a physical or 

logical subsystem of the aircraft model, can be pointed as one of the well-known 
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low-cost, selective high fidelity, reconfigurable and high productivity simulation and 

analysis tool. Flight dynamics analyses, such as trim conditions, linear and nonlinear 

response of the helicopter can studied with a selective fidelity level. Another 

example for comprehensive rotorcraft codes is CAMRAD [14, 15] developed by 

Johnson Aeronautics with the versions CAMRAD, CAMRAD/JA and CAMRAD II. 

CAMRAD, a comprehensive model of rotorcraft aerodynamics and dynamics, 

combines structural, inertial and aerodynamic models in order to analyze rotor and 

helicopter performance, loads and dynamic responses. Similar to FLIGHTLAB [13], 

variable fidelity models can be selected by the user. 

 The base mathematical model, developed in this study without the 

aerodynamic refinements can be placed between classical flight dynamics 

mathematical models such as Minimum Complexity Model [6] and more 

sophisticated comprehensive rotorcraft analysis codes such as FLIGHTLAB and 

CAMRAD[13, 14]. Similar to comprehensive rotorcraft tools, various fidelity models 

are implemented and built as selective structure and reconfigurable according to the 

platform. On the other hand, it is similar to the classical mathematical models [4, 6, 

7] that are used in real time simulators whose fidelities are lower however overall 

calculations are much faster and just accurate enough to analyze the flight dynamic 

response of the platform. 

2.2 Refined Main and Tail Rotor Aerodynamic Models 

As stated by Heffley [6] desired features of a mathematical model from 

aerodynamic point view are accurate main rotor induced velocity computation, 

realistic power requirements calculations over desired flight envelope, correct 

transition from hover to forward flight and accurate first order flapping dynamics for 

main rotor (coupled or decoupled).  

The blade dynamic response and aerodynamic force and moments generated 

by the helicopter rotor are strongly dependent to the induced velocity distribution. 

This was also stated by the study of Wheatley [15]. The conclusion of the study was 

“the blade motion is critically dependent upon the distribution of induced velocities 

over the rotor disc and cannot be calculated rigorously without the accurate 
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determination of the induced flow”. Therefore, as being dependent to the blade 

dynamic response, in order to calculate the aerodynamic force and moments 

generated by the rotor blades accurately, a good induced velocity prediction model 

is essential. 

As the simplest approach, basic rotor performance can be analyzed by 

Rankine-Froude momentum theory [2, 19] which enable the derivation of first order 

rotor thrust and torque evaluation and derives the basics of higher fidelity induced 

flow models. Despite being a very basic inflow prediction model, the momentum 

theory can be effectively used in mathematical models especially with a lower fidelity 

aerodynamic model in which the main purpose is to have a general understanding of 

the dynamic response of the helicopter. In the study of Salazar [4] as an example, 

helicopter momentum theory for hover, climb and advance flying conditions were 

used to develop mathematical equations of the helicopter.  

The reason why momentum theory is at the lowest fidelity level is because it 

suggests a uniform induced velocity distribution over the rotor disk. However, in 

reality the induced velocity is highly non-uniform, since because tip vortices trailed in 

helices from each blade which are the dominant factors in the rotor induced velocity, 

distort the uniformity of the induced velocity distribution over the disk and it is found 

that the uniform inflow assumption is far from satisfied with real rotors [2]. Therefore 

a non-uniform inflow model is essential for an accurate and reliable mathematical 

model. 

Non-uniform inflow prediction over a helicopter rotor disc for both hover and 

forward flight conditions is an issue for which engineers have been working on for 

nearly a hundred years. One of the early models which is a simple first harmonic 

non-uniform inflow model proposed by Glauert in 1926 [17], was developed with 

combination of experimental results and uniform inflow model.  The model 

developed at that time was for autogyros and the gradient coefficient value which 

gives non-uniformity to uniform inflow distribution was unspecified. After seven years 

the unspecified gradient coefficient was derived and correlated from autogyro flight 

test by Wheatley [15]. For hover flight cases, Prandtl proposed a function [19] that 

computes tip-loss effects which is built up on Betz tip-loss factor idea. Instead of 

assuming a value for tip loss factor, Prandtl offered a tip loss function having a 
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purpose “to approximately model the high induced losses produced by the trailing 

vortices generated from the tip and root side edges of the blade, flow physics that 

are included in the more advanced vortex wake model” [19]. The negligible cost of 

the method and being an effective tool for the preliminary analysis of spanwise 

distributions of air loads provoked Prandtl’s Tip Loss function to be used extensively 

in wind energy and helicopter field. [61, 62, 63, 64] 

However for forward flight cases, the unsymmetrical flow conditions that 

blades encounter result in non-uniformity over both spanwise and azimuthwise 

induced flow distribution. Therefore non-uniformity of the inflow over azimuthwise 

direction has also to be considered. Therefore, using a wake geometry which is 

modified from Coleman’s simple cylindrical vortex wake, Drees [18, 19] has 

determined the gradient formula which depends on both wake skew angle and the 

advance ratio. Drees inflow model, which is also implemented to the main rotor 

aerodynamic model in this study, suggests coefficients that result in nonsymmetrical 

inflow distribution over both spanwise and azimuthwise directions and it is used 

extensively in literature [14, 21, 22, 23, 25]. Another inflow model implemented on 

this study is Mangler & Squire‘s non-uniform inflow model [19] which is based on 

potential theory and valid for advance ratios greater than 0.1. However Bramwell 

[26] modified the initial induced velocity calculation which can be related with the 

Mangler & Squire model so that it can be also used for hover flight conditions. The 

usage of Mangler & Squire inflow model can be seen in the study of Gläßel et al. 

[33] which investigates blade vortex interactions, neural networks for blade vortex 

interaction, and system identification. One of the well-known studies done by 

Castles and De Leeuw [35] before the prescribed wake models and wake induced 

velocity were available with the advances in computation technologies presents a 

practical model for computing the approximate values of the normal component of 

the induced velocity. The wake is modeled as vortex rings and wake geometry 

consists of straight elliptic cylinder. 

 Another well-known and extensively used induced flow model was 

developed by Peters et al. [47] which expresses the induced velocity in Fourier 

series and Legendre functions. It is stated in the study presented in 1987 that “The 

theory implicitly includes dynamic inflow theory, the Prandtl/Goldstein static inflow 
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distribution and Theodorsen theory.”[47]. Then, 2 years after, Peters and He [48] 

validated the induced velocity model with a set of Laser-Doppler Velocimetry inflow 

measurements made by the ARMY Labs at NASA Langley. The results showed that 

the induced velocity model is also effective in forward flight. In addition also in the 

study of Peters and He [49] comparisons of finite state inflow model developed with 

vortex-filament methods and experimental data show good correlation for both hover 

and forward flights.  

The configurable fidelity, computationally low cost and accuracy of the 

Peters-He inflow model [47, 48] resulted in being one of the most extensively used 

inflow models by the studies on rotor aerodynamics, rotor aerodynamic 

mathematical models, helicopter flight dynamics mathematical models that are also 

used in simulators and even in comprehensive rotorcraft codes which leave the 

option to select the inflow model from a bunch of different fidelity models to the 

user.[13, 14, 15, 50, 51, 52]. 

For flight dynamics and control applications, simple harmonic, finite state, 

non-uniform inflow models for induced velocity calculations have been used 

extensively. [27]. However, as the interest in more reliable, lighter and 

maneuverable helicopters increased, the interest in more accurate and reliable 

mathematical and aerodynamic models increased. Besides, with the advances in 

computational technologies, more sophisticated and complicated prescribed and 

free wake model codes became available. This can be interrelated with the increase 

in the mathematical models that use refined aerodynamic models in the last 

decades. The studies of Huh and Liu can be seen as examples for refined 

aerodynamic models for mathematical models. The study done by Huh [29] which is 

an aerodynamic mathematic model of a hovering helicopter rotor for which wake 

geometry and loading characteristics are analyzed using axisymmetric vortex sheet 

and free wake analysis. The study of Liu [30] is a comprehensive rotorcraft analysis 

with a new representation of wake vortex structure. Another example for refined 

aerodynamic model including wake geometry and wake induced velocity prediction 

for a flight dynamic mathematical model, is the coupled rotor-fuselage flight dynamic 

simulation model developed by Theodore [31] which includes maneuvering wake 

model and coupled flap-lag-torsion flexible blade representation. In addition, Reddy 
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K,R., Stewart C.J. [32] built the aerodynamic component of a simulation tool by 

using vortex sheet to represent near wake of the rotor and vortex rings to represent 

the intermediate and far wakes for which comparison and validation of the blade 

loadings with the published test data have been done. 

For estimating the wake geometry, prescribed wake models are quite 

common [34]. Mostly, variables of prescribed wake models in the formulation of 

wake geometry are derived from wake flow visualization studies with several 

different rotor configurations. As a result, wake geometries are related to rotor 

parameters so that they are in generic structure that can be applied to any rotor if 

desired parameters are known. 

The aerodynamic model [28] for the mathematical model developed in this 

study, consists of several non-uniform inflow models and vortex wake theory 

combined with prescribed wake models for both hover and forward flight conditions 

in a selective structure like comprehensive analysis codes [13, 14, 23, 24]Wake 

geometry for hover flight cases is predicted with Landgrebe’s prescribed wake 

model [19, 54]. A set of parameters related with the rotor thrust values, rotor solidity 

and blade twist were determined with experiments by Landgrebe [53] and a set of 

equations are derived so that the wake geometry in hover flight condition is 

determined quickly. The vortex sheet geometry is described as vortex filaments 

when combined forming a linear sheet from tip to the root of the blade. The 

parameters which are all empirical constants are listed in the study of Egolf and 

Landgrebe [54]. Young’s study [55] in which a method for calculating the 

performance of a helicopter in hover flight conditions was presented can be pointed 

as an example usage of Landgrebe’s Wake model for hover. In addition 

Ramasamy’s work [34] where Landgrebe’s Wake Model is used to model and 

compare axial convection rates for untwisted and twisted blades is also an example 

of the usage of Landgrebe’s Prescribed Wake Model. 

On the other hand, for forward flight conditions two different prescribed wake 

models are implemented to the mathematical model developed in this study. The 

first one is Undistorted Wake Model [19, 56]. The undistorted wake model assumes 

that the wake forms a helical surface and is swept down by the average induced 

velocity of the rotor. Therefore it neglects the distortion, unsymmetrical circulation 
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distribution and vortex strengths and the blade vortex interactions. However, 

because of its simplicity it is assumed to be applicable for lower fidelity models or 

especially for high forward speeds. For more accurate aerodynamic modeling, a 

higher fidelity prescribed wake geometry model is implemented. The Beddoes 

Distorted Wake model [19, 57] divides the wake into regions according to the 

influence of the main rotor on vortex filaments. The distortion generated by the main 

rotor is then added to the wake geometry resulting in higher fidelity wake geometry 

model. It is stated in the study of Szymendera that “Beddoes model showed good 

agreement with free wake models but was considerably less computationally 

intensive” [59]. This shows the reason of extensively usage of Beddoes Prescribed 

Wake model which is a model for high resolution air load calculations [57, 60]. An 

example of the usage is the study where Lee et al. [58] developed an aerodynamic 

analysis module as a part of comprehensive rotorcraft program in which wake 

geometry is represented by Beddoes Wake Model. Another example is the study of 

Gläßel et al. [33] which investigates blade vortex interactions neural networks for 

blade vortex interaction system identification 

Vortex wake theories generally use vortex sheets, vortex rings and trailing 

vortices in order to represent the wake behind a rotor [19]. Strong tip vortices, root 

vortices or the whole vortex sheet geometry is determined from wake geometry 

while the velocity induced on the rotor disc by the presence of wake is calculated 

from Biot-Savart’s law [19, 36]. Vortex filaments are generally divided into line or 

curved vortex elements and the induced velocity on the rotor disk is calculated from 

the integration of whole vortex elements’ inductions in the wake of the rotor to the 

point at which computation is done. In the formulation of Biot Savart’s law [19, 36], 

except from the wake geometry and vortex strengths, vortex core size and vertical 

structure appears to be one of the most dominant factors affecting the magnitude of 

the induced velocity. Besides, vortex core size has influence on rotor performance, 

noise, blade structural loads and rotorcraft vibration [37]. Therefore, it is essential to 

estimate the vortex core size of the vortices, especially tip vortex. As being an 

important factor on rotor performance, vortex core size has been studied 

extensively. It is stated in the study of Young [37] in which analytic expressions are 

derived for estimating the core size of tip vortices that the greater the rotor thrust, 

the larger the vortex core size and the more efficient a rotor the smaller the vortex 
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core size. In addition the study of Young [37] stated that “vortex core size initially 

decreases for low axial-flow advance ratios, but for large advance ratios core size 

asymptotically increases to a nominal upper limit”.  Another study on vortex core 

size is done by Ramasamy et al. [38] on micro-rotors, proposes a value of apparent 

to actual viscosity ratio, so that calculated growth rate, fits well with the growth rate 

of the vortex core estimated from the measurements. In addition studies of 

Mahalingam and Komerath [39] and Wong et al. [40] both in which initial 

measurements of the near wake of a 2 bladed teetering, untwisted, square tipped 

rotor in forward flight are done by LDV techniques, a general characteristics and 

behavior of vortex core size and vortex core axial velocity are determined.  

Vortex core model used in this study is developed with the combinations of 

Squire’s Core Growth model [38] and the observations of Mahalingam and 

Komerath [39] and Wong et al. [40]. In the developed model, wake is divided into 

three regions, so called near, roll-up and far wakes, and vortex core sized are 

calculated separately for each region which gives an increasing core size with wake 

age. 

2.3 Tip Path Plane Dynamics 

Since the phenomenon of increasing rolling moment generated by the main 

rotor with increasing forward flight is eliminated by Cierva by installing mechanical 

hinges that allows the blades to flap [42], modeling flapping dynamic response of the 

blades became one of the most challenging issues for rotor mathematical models. 

As aerodynamic force and moments generated by the rotor are affected by the tip 

path plane dynamics of the rotor [42, 44], for an accurate rotor mathematical model, 

it is essential to model the blade dynamic behavior efficiently [41]. As being strongly 

dependent on the aerodynamic force and moments, centrifugal and inertial forces in 

flapping equations are generally combined with the aerodynamic mathematic model 

of the rotor and are derived according to it. For instance in the study of Chen [41], 

the aerodynamic model is immersed to the flapping dynamics equations where 

aerodynamic force and moments equations are derived from simple analytical 

methods. Another example is the work of Talbot and Corliss [45] at which a 

mathematical model of UH-1H helicopter is developed for dynamic simulations. In 
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the main rotor mathematical model, the flapping equations contain force and 

moment coefficients from the rotor. As rotor flapping is dependent on the 

aerodynamic forces and aerodynamic forces are dependent to flapping dynamics, 

blade flap angles and blade aerodynamic force and moments should be solved 

simultaneously. This can be seen in the flapping dynamics equations derived by 

Padfield [46] or Prouty [42, 43] which contain aerodynamic force and moment terms 

so that the aerodynamic model and tip path plane dynamics models are merged 

together. 

The flapping dynamics model developed in this study uses the coupled flapping 

equations derived by Chen [41, 44] however the aerodynamic model is separated 

from the flapping equations. Therefore aerodynamic force and moments are solved 

separately and implemented into the flapping equations. This enables the selective 

structure so that different aerodynamic models can be used without deriving new 

flapping equations for each of them, as long as aerodynamic force and blade 

flapping angles are exchanged between flapping dynamics module and 

aerodynamic module. The iteration between aerodynamic model and flapping 

dynamics model continues until longitudinal and lateral flapping angles converge. 
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CHAPTER 3  

MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

3.1 Introduction 

 The mathematical model developed in this study defines a helicopter and all 

helicopter components that are force and moment contributors to the system with 

empirical and analytical models, in order to describe rigid body dynamics of the 

helicopter. Helicopter components such as fuselage, horizontal tail, vertical tail, tail 

rotor and main rotor are mathematically modeled in order to formulate the whole 

helicopter system as a set of first order, coupled and non-linear differential 

equations.  

 The mathematical model is developed in a modular structure where each 

component model is independent from each other. Therefore, the module that is 

desired to be developed or altered can be replaced without changing others. The 

modules are developed with specific inputs and outputs, so that as long as the 

improved or altered replacement of the desired module has the same structure that 

ensures the definite input and outputs, the mathematical model would continue to 

work without any problems. 

 Several models with different complexity and fidelity are implemented for 

each helicopter component. These models are implemented in a selective structure 

so that according to the aim of the analyses, the complexity, fidelity and accuracy of 

the calculations can be chosen. The option to choose the fidelity, complexity and 

accuracy of the whole mathematical model, brings the ability to be used in a wide 

range of analyses. With higher fidelity and accurate models, the mathematical model 

developed can be used as a comprehensive analyses tool. Detailed aerodynamic 

force and moments generated from each helicopter component, main rotor and tail 

rotor blade load distributions and the locations on the blades where maximum and 
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minimum aerodynamic loadings occur, critical loads and locations of critical loads for 

main rotor under trimmed or maneuvering flight conditions can be determined. The 

analyses can be used at preliminary helicopter design stages, preliminary helicopter 

rotor sizing activities or blade structural design stage where radial and azimuthal 

aerodynamic load distributions are essential. On the other hand, low fidelity and 

accuracy model configurations are sufficient to study the overall dynamic behavior of 

the whole helicopter. Real time simulations or predefined simulation profiles can be 

modeled in order to analyze the dynamic response of the helicopter. For example 

the dynamic response of the helicopter to any pilot control inputs during a flight or 

maneuver case can be analyzed without calculating the detailed load distribution 

over the rotor. 

 When looked from the outside, the mathematical model developed is a 

coupled and non-linear system which can be represented with a vector ordinary 

differential equation such as;  

x f x, u, t  

 (3-1) 

where x is an array including the helicopter states which are desired to be 

controlled, x is the time derivative of the helicopter states which are desired to be 

equated to zero in order to determine the trim condition or a predefined value in 

order to determine the dynamic trim condition which is mostly the case at 

maneuvering flights. The u term in the system represents the pilot inputs by which 

the helicopter states are controlled. Lastly the whole system depends on the 

simulation time which can be set to zero in order to calculate helicopter state 

derivatives and determine the trim condition or the time can be set to a predefined 

value in order to simulate helicopter dynamic behavior and response under the pilot 

controls inputted at any flight condition. The state time derivatives outputted from the 

mathematical model are also integrated in time domain in order to determine the 

helicopter states after a time step of simulation. The new states determined from 

time integration of the mathematical model outputs go back to be used as input 
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states for the next time step of simulation to determine time derivatives of the states 

at the next time step.  

 The helicopter states which are translational & rotational speeds and two 

attitude angles, and inputs of the mathematical model system are defined as; 

x

u
v  
w  

θ
p

 

 (3-2) 

u

θ
θ
θ
θ

 

  (3-3) 

 The helicopter states are defined as velocity components of the system in 

body reference frame and Euler angles of the helicopter. The differential equations 

control the time derivatives of the states where for trim conditions the time 

derivatives of the system states are equated to zero. The initial states of the 

helicopter that are used to start the time integration for simulation or iteration for trim 

calculation are decided by the user. As the nature of the differential equations 

require good initial estimates for faster solutions, initial states of the helicopter shall 

be well defined in order to decrease the computation time for trim solution. For 

example, for complex maneuvers, states of a simpler maneuver may be used as 

initial states. The inputs of the system are the four pilot controls including collective, 

longitudinal and lateral cyclic inputs for the main rotor and collective for the tail rotor. 

For trim analyses, pilot controls are calculated by the trim model that uses the 

mathematical model, where the pilot controls determined assures the time derivative 

of the states to be equal to zero. On the other hand, for real time or pre-defined 
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simulations, pilot controls are inputs that are supplied by the user. Arbitrary pilot 

inputs can be supplied to the mathematical model and the dynamic response and 

behavior of the helicopter can be analyzed.  

 In conclusion, a helicopter mathematical model is developed in this study 

which can be used as both a comprehensive analyses tool and a flight dynamics 

simulation tool. The mathematical model is developed in a modular structure where 

each helicopter component that has force and moment contributions to the total 

helicopter system are modeled with different fidelity empirical and analytical models 

and option to select to fidelity and accuracy level of the model is left to the user. In 

this chapter, each of the helicopter component models is defined in detail. Starting 

from the coordinate systems that are essential for a system, implemented sub-

systems such as; main rotor, refined main rotor, tail rotor, fuselage, horizontal tail 

and vertical tail models are explained in detail. 

3.1.1 Flow Chart 

A flow chart of the developed mathematical model is presented. As mentioned 

before, the mathematical model is developed in a modular structure where each 

module defines a helicopter component that has force and moment contributions to 

the total helicopter system. The flow chart of the whole mathematical model 

developed in MATLAB SIMULINK is given at Figure 3-1. 
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Figure 3-1 Matlab & Simulink model of the developed mathematical model 
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Environmental model calculates air properties and parameters that are used 

in the mathematical model changing with the altitude of the helicopter. In simulation 

analyses, during a flight condition the change in altitude (if exists) is taken into 

account in the environmental module. 

Main rotor module is the force and moment model of the helicopter main 

rotor including aerodynamic, inertial and centrifugal components. As being the main 

force and moment source of a helicopter, the accuracy and fidelity of the main rotor 

model is important. Most of the computation effort is spent in this module where 

inflow distributions, blade dynamic behavior, wake geometry and total aerodynamic 

force and moments are predicted according to the desired detail. 

 Tail Rotor Module models the tail rotor of the helicopter with lower fidelity 

models. Tail rotor force and moment contribution to the total system is determined 

with blade element momentum methods. 

 Horizontal Tail Module models the pitching moment contribution from 

horizontal tail (if exists) to the total system. The lift of the horizontal tail is multiplied 

with the distance from horizontal tail aerodynamic center to the helicopter center of 

gravity in order to determine pitching moment contribution. The downwash of the 

main rotor to the horizontal tail is modeled with simple momentum theory with the 

assumption that main rotor wake is uniform; inflow does not change with position 

and time, and rotor wake does not rotate. 

 Vertical Tail Module, similar to horizontal tail module, models yawing 

moment and side force contribution of the vertical tail (if exists) to the total force and 

moments acting on the aircraft center of mass. Downwash effect of the tail rotor is 

taken into account similarly the downwash effect of the main rotor to the horizontal 

tail. 

 Fuselage Module, which is one of the important modules, defines the 

fuselage aerodynamic force and moments while taking main rotor downwash into 

account. Gravitational force is included in the fuselage module where gravitational 

acceleration is acted on the center of mass of the helicopter which is a point on the 

fuselage. 
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 Total force and moments generated by each component of the helicopter are 

transformed into body reference frame and transferred to the center of mass of the 

total system from aerodynamic center of each component. The total force and 

moments acting on the helicopter center of gravity is determined in order to 

calculate helicopter states time derivatives that are going to be used by the trim 

model or used in the next time step of the simulation. 

3.2 Reference Coordinate Systems 

The mathematical model developed in this study like most of the mathematical 

models is both a component wise and total force & moment calculation tool. Force 

and moment vectors generated by each component are mathematically modeled 

and calculated. Because the load direction of each component is important when 

considering total force and moments acting on the system, it is crucial to calculate 

all force and moments generated by each helicopter component in the same 

coordinate system. On the other hand freestream air velocity that each force and 

moment contributor component encounter including the relative velocities because 

of the motion of the component itself or translational and rotational velocities of the 

whole system, is specific and varies for each component. Several coordinate 

systems are defined to make the analysis easier. While calculating the force and 

moments generated by each component a reference frame located at its 

aerodynamic center is used. Then these forces and moments are transformed to a 

global reference frame where the equations of motions for the whole system are 

written. 

3.2.1 Inertial Reference Frame 

The inertial reference frame is a fixed frame on earth without any translation or 

rotation. Helicopter position and velocities are defined in inertial reference 

coordinate system. z axis points upwards which is opposite to gravitational 

acceleration, while x is directed along with x axis of the vehicle carried reference 

frame and y is located according to the right hand rule.  
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3.2.2 Vehicle Carried Reference Frame 

The vehicle carried reference frame is positioned on the center of gravity of 

the platforms and it translates but does not rotate with the helicopter. z axis points 

downwards, parallel to the gravity vector, x axis points to the nose of the helicopter 

and y axis points starboard direction of the helicopter when Euler angles are zero. 

3.2.3 Body Axis Reference Frame 

Similar to vehicle carried reference frame, body axis reference frame is 

located on the center of gravity of the helicopter and rotates and translates with it. 

Body axis coordinate system can be defined with rotation of vehicle carried 

reference frame with Euler Angles (φ, θ, ψ).The x axis points forward through the 

nose of the helicopter, y axis is directed to starboard side of the helicopter and z 

axis points downwards without any rotation.  

Helicopter altitude and velocities are transformed from inertial axis reference 

frame to body axis reference frame. Total force and moments acting on helicopter’s 

center of mass and translational and rotational accelerations are calculated in body 

axis reference frame and then transformed to inertial reference frame. Therefore 

instead of calculating each helicopter component force and moments and then 

transforming them to body and inertial reference frames, this procedure allows for 

calculating the total force and moments acting to the center of mass of the helicopter 

in body reference frame and determining total translational and rotational 

accelerations of the helicopter with only one transformation. Body to inertial and 

inertial to body reference frame transformation is done with the transformation 

matrices (3-4), (3-5). 

 

(3-4) 
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(3-5) 

3.2.4 Wind Axis Reference Frame 

 It is the coordinate system located at the center of gravity of the helicopter 

similar to the body reference frame. x axis of the wind axis reference frame is 

directed along the flight direction. The angle of attack (α) and sideslip (β) of the 

helicopter are defined as the angles between wind axis reference frame and body 

axis reference frames. Transformation is done from wind axis to body reference 

frame by the transformation matrix; 

0  

(3-6) 

3.2.5 Hub Axis Reference Frame 

Total force and moments generated by the main rotor are calculated in hub 

reference frame and then transformed to body axis reference frame. Similar to body 

axis reference frame, hub reference frame is fixed to the helicopter and translates 

and rotates with it. z axis is directed upwards, which is just the opposite of body z 

axis, hub x axis is directed to the aft of the helicopter just as the opposite of body x 

axis, which is also the direction of freestream in leveled forward flight and y axis is 

positioned according to the right hand rule. Besides, the azimuth angle is defined in 

hub reference frame where it is the angle of rotation around positive z axis. The zero 

azimuth corresponds to the position of the blade when it coincides with positive x 

axis and points the aft of the helicopter. Ninety degrees azimuth angle is coincident 

with positive y axis, pointing starboard side of the helicopter. The orientation of the 

hub reference frame is given in Figure 3-2. 
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Figure 3-2 Hub reference frame coordinate system 

 Helicopter velocities that are resolved in body axis reference frame are 

transformed into hub reference frame with the transformation matrix (3-7). 

0
0 1 0

0
 

(3-7) 

Total aerodynamic, inertial and centrifugal force and moments generated by 

the main rotor are integrated in hub reference frame and then transformed to body 

axis reference frame in order to determine the contribution of the main rotor to 

helicopter dynamics. The transformation matrix from hub to body reference frame is 

done with equation (3-8).  

 

(3-8) 
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3.2.6 Blade Reference Frame 

 Blade individual total force and moments are calculated and integrated in 

blade reference frame which is fixed at blade roots and rotates with blades. Each 

blade has its own blade reference system located at its root for which z axis points 

upwards, parallel to z axis of hub reference frame, x axis points from root to the tip 

of the blades and y is oriented according to right hand rule. Force and moments 

generated by each blade element are calculated in blade element reference frame 

and transformed to blade reference frames according to which force and moments 

are integrated along the blade span. Total force and moments generated by the 

blade are integrated in blade reference frame and then transformed to hub reference 

frame with the transformation matrix (3-9). Ψ notation in the equations is no longer 

yaw angle of the helicopter but azimuth angle of the blades which is the rotation 

angle about shaft. 

0
0

0 0 1
 

(3-9) 

3.2.7 Blade Element Reference Frame 

 Blade element reference frame is the coordinate axis located at each blade 

elements aerodynamic center, while z axis pointing the lift direction, x axis pointing 

the drag direction and y lies in radial direction. Blade element reference frame which 

can also be called deflected or deformed reference frame contains the flap angle of 

the blade, collective, longitudinal and lateral cyclic, twist and inflow information of 

each individual blade element. Throughout this study, blades are assumed rigid. 

Therefore, deflection angle of each blade element is calculated from the flap angle 

information of the blades. In addition, for convenience, blade element reference 

frame deflects with the blade around flap hinge; however blade reference frame 

does not. Therefore, the aerodynamic forces generated by the each blade element 

are transformed to blade reference frame by both effective angle of attack and flap 

angle. Angle of attack of each blade element and generated lift, drag and 

aerodynamic moments and blade element positions are defined and calculated in 
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blade element reference frame. The aerodynamic forces calculated in blade element 

reference frame are transformed to blade reference frame where they are integrated 

along the blade in order to determine total force and moments generated by the 

single blade. The transformation matrix from blade element reference frame to blade 

reference frame is given by (3-10); 

0
 

(3-10) 

The α angle in the transformation matrix represents the effective angle of attack, 

where β represents the flap angle of the rigid blade. Blade reference frame, blade 

element reference frame, effective angle of attack and flapping angle are visualized 

in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4, for convenience. 

 

Figure 3-3 Blade and Blade Reference Frame systems 
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Figure 3-4 Blade and Blade Reference Frame systems 

  
   

     
  

 

 Blade element incidence angle is calculated while taking pilot controls such 

as collective, longitudinal and lateral cyclic and blade twist. Inflow angle contains the 

induced velocity, freestream velocity that is normal to hub plane, relative freestream 

velocity because of flapping and relative velocities because of the body rotational 

motion information. As represented in Figure 3-3, blade element reference frame is 

oriented according to local effective angle of attack; therefore each blade element 

has its own coordinate system which changes repeatedly during a flight condition or 

maneuver. On the other hand, because the blades are assumed rigid, each blade 

element along the same blade has same flap angle which is used in the 

transformation matrix. 

3.2.8 Tail Rotor Reference Frame 

It is the coordinate axis located on the hub of the tail rotor without rotating 

with the tail rotor. z axis is parallel to the body y axis, which is also parallel to the tail 

rotor thrust vector. x axis, similar and parallel to main rotor hub reference system x 

axis, points the aft of the helicopter and y axis is oriented according to the right hand 

rule. Aerodynamic force and moments generated by the tail rotor are integrated and 

calculated according to the tail rotor reference system. Since, tail rotor hub type is 
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assumed to be hingeless, and tail rotor blades are assumed to be rigid, there is no 

flapping dynamics, therefore any net inertial and centrifugal force and moments 

acting to the hub of the tail rotor. Therefore only aerodynamic loads are considered. 

Force and moments generated by the tail rotor are determined in tail rotor reference 

system and then transformed into body reference system in order to obtain the 

contribution to the total force and moments acting on the helicopter center of gravity, 

by using the transformation matrix (3-11). 

1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

 

(3-11) 

3.2.9 Horizontal Tail Reference Frame 

Aerodynamic force and moments generated by horizontal tail component of 

helicopter are calculated in Horizontal Tail Coordinate system which is located on 

horizontal tail aerodynamic center. Axes of the horizontal tail coordinate system are 

equivalent to the axes of the body reference frame. 

3.2.10 Vertical Tail Reference Frame 

 Similar to the horizontal tail reference system, vertical tail reference system 

is equivalent to the body reference frame but located at vertical tail aerodynamic 

center. Aerodynamic force and moments generated by vertical tail are calculated in 

vertical tail reference system and then transformed into body reference system. 

3.3 Main Rotor Model 

As being the most dominant contributor to the helicopter total force and 

moment, an accurate and reliable main rotor mathematical model is essential. On 

the other hand, for flight dynamic activities, lower fidelity mathematical models which 

are computationally much more efficient are mostly desired. Therefore, a selective 

structured, main rotor model which enables the user to select the fidelity, accuracy 
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and computational cost of the model is developed. In this section, each of the 

models with different fidelities is explained in detail.  

3.3.1 Main Rotor Blade Model 

As mentioned before, for both main rotor and tail rotor models, blade 

element method is implemented. Although, different inflow models with different 

fidelity and accuracy are included in the mathematical model, aerodynamic radial 

force and moment distributions are always calculated from blade element method 

independent from the inflow or wake model. Blade element method, a powerful 

analytical method, can calculate aerodynamic force and moments distributions along 

the blades accurately depending on the inflow model. 

 The essence of the blade element method is to divide the blade into 

sections, where each section is called as a blade element. In the developed 

mathematical model, blades are assumed to be rigid. Therefore, blade element 

allocation is done according to aerodynamic aspects only. The accuracy of the rotor 

aerodynamic load prediction depends on the accurate prediction of the strong tip 

vortices [19, 28]. Therefore in order to resolve the strong tip vortex accurately, 

blades are divided into blade elements denser at the locations near tip whereas near 

root of the blades where aerodynamic loads are approximately linearly changing 

with radial location, blades are divided with larger intervals. For blade segmentation, 

a stretching function is used in order to determine radial locations of the blade 

elements which are denser at locations near blade tip and contrarily infrequently 

located at the locations near blade root. In Figure 3-5, an example of the blade 

segmentation is shown which is getting denser at the locations near tip. 
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Figure 3-5 Example blade segmentation of the developed mathematical model 

 After blade elements are located along the blade, parameters that are used 

in the calculations by several models are determined for each blade element. One 

parameter that is determined for aerodynamic calculations is pitch angle of each 

blade element. Pitch angle of each blade element contains the information of the 

pilot controls such as collective, longitudinal and lateral cyclic and twist of the blade. 

Blade pitch angle changes with both radial and azimuthal direction because of the 

cyclic controls and twist of the blade. Local angle of attack of each blade element is 

calculated as; 

, 1,2 … ,  

(3-12) 
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 Θ0 is the collective angle that is controlled by the pilot, θ1c and θ1s are the 

cyclic controls. Θt is the twist angle (if exists) and when multiplied with the non-

dimensional blade element location, r, local effect of the twist is determined. N 

represents the total blade element number on the blade. Pitch angle of each blade 

element is determined by superposition of all the contributions. As pilot controls 

change with both iteration and simulation processes, the pitch angle of each blade 

element is calculated with every iteration or time step. 

 Another parameter that is determined for aerodynamic calculations is chord 

length of each blade element. Blade taper ratio is taken in account when dealing 

with the chord length distribution along the blade and chord length of each blade 

element is calculated. 

 One other parameter calculated is the width of each blade element, which is 

used in aerodynamic calculations also. 

 In conclusion, blades are represented by blade elements located all along 

the blade. Geometrical parameters that are used in the main rotor aerodynamic 

model are determined before the performance calculations start. Blade element 

locations along the blade, pitch angle, chord length and width of each blade element 

are predetermined before the aerodynamic model starts to process. 

3.3.2 Initial Inflow Model 

For the initial mathematical model which is modified with the implementation 

of a refined aerodynamic model later, blade element momentum theory is used in 

order to determine main rotor aerodynamic force and moments. The method used is 

a combination of blade element method by which rotor air loads are calculated and 

momentum theory by which perpendicular freestream air velocity at the rotor disk is 

calculated.  

Starting from the treatment of rotor performance in both forward and hover 

flights developed by Glauert, a formula for inflow ratio over the rotor disk is derived. 

For rotors in forward flight, neglecting the non-symmetric induced velocity 

distribution over the rotor disk is indeed a critical assumption that deviates the model 

accuracy from reality. However, the simplicity and computational cost efficiency that 
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momentum theory offers are useful especially for low fidelity mathematical models. 

Besides, the initial mathematical model is modified with a refined aerodynamic 

model where higher fidelity inflow models are implemented. Therefore, the 

momentum theory can be considered as a starting point for the mathematical model 

development which afterwards is replaced with a more accurate model. 

The solution for the induced velocity ratio is given by, [19]; 

2
 

(3-13) 

where; µ is the advance ratio and λ is the inflow ratio and they both non-

dimensionlized with blade tip speed. 

 Possible roots of the equation are calculated with simple fixed point iteration 

method with a damping factor of 0.5. Usually the method converges in 5-10 

iterations with an error of %0.01. It can be seen from the equation that, momentum 

theory can be used for both hover and forward flight cases. For hover analyses, the 

advance ratio µ comes as zero as there is no forward velocity and leads the 

equation to be dependent on only thrust coefficient.  

 It is worthwhile to consider the inflow distribution calculated from momentum 

theory only as an approximate value. As can be seen from the inflow model 

equation, the mean inflow calculated from momentum theory depends on the thrust 

value of the rotor which has to be supplied to the momentum theory. However, 

without knowing the inflow distribution accurately, thrust value of the rotor cannot be 

determined accurately. This leads to an important assumption here. For inflow 

values calculated from momentum theory, a thrust coefficient value for the rotor is 

assumed. In order to assume a sensible initial thrust coefficient value of the rotor, 

thrust of the rotor is calculated for hover flight condition where thrust is equated to 

the weight of the helicopter. Following equations addresses the assumption made 

for momentum theory. 
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(3-14) 

Ω
 

(3-15) 

3.3.3 Aerodynamic Load Model 

As mentioned in blade model part, blade element method is used for main 

rotor aerodynamic model. Blades are divided into blade elements as explained in 

the blade model section. What aerodynamic model does is that, it calculates the 

dynamic inflow contribution to the total inflow from each of the blade elements, 

aerodynamic lift, drag and moments and combines them with centrifugal and 

gravitational force and moments of each blade element, integrates blade element 

loads along the blade in order to calculate blade total force and moments that are 

transferred to the hub. All these calculations are done for each blade element at 

each azimuth angle. Effective angle of attack, inflow angle, local pitch angle, local 

vertical and tangential velocities, blade element lift, drag, normal force definitions 

are given in Figure 3-6. 
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Figure 3-6 Blade element force and angle definitions 

 Lift and drag forces of each blade element are calculated from aerodynamic 

relations where these forces are integrated along the blade in order to determine 

total force and moment generated by a single blade at a specified azimuth angle. In 

order to determine aerodynamic force of each blade element, local velocity 

components and pitch angle are required. Pitch angle of each blade element is 

determined from blade model where pilot controls such as collective, longitudinal 

and lateral cyclic angles and blade twist are taken into account. 

 The tangential local velocity component that each blade element encounters 

is calculated by superposing the rotational velocity of the blades and helicopter 

translational and rotational motion. ut, tangential velocity, calculated with equation 

below; 

Ω  

(3-16) 
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Ω sin  

(3-17) 

 

(3-18) 

, , , ,  

(3-19) 

αTPP is defined in hub reference frame. 

Similarly, perpendicular velocity, up, is also calculated from superposition of 

contributions. One perpendicular velocity contribution comes from helicopter 

translational motion such as climb, descent or forward flight where helicopter pitch 

angle or rotor shaft angle is arbitrary. Another and main contribution to local 

perpendicular velocity comes from the induced velocity distribution over the rotor 

disk. Prediction of induced velocity distribution is explained in inflow model part, in 

detail. A third and one of the dominant perpendicular velocity contributions come 

from the blade flapping motion. As the blade flaps up and down about flapping hinge 

during its rotation, relative freestream velocity develops on the blade which is called 

dynamic inflow throughout the study. For convenience, dynamic inflow development 

is shown in the Figure 3-7. 
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Figure 3-7 Dynamic inflow development 

 Blade flapping dynamics is modeled and explained in the blade dynamic part 

of the study. Flap angle information at each azimuth angle that aerodynamic 

analysis is going to be done, is determined from the blade flapping dynamics model 

and transferred to the aerodynamic model. Flap angle distribution along the azimuth 

angle is used in order to determine the time derivative of the flapping angle. The 

time derivative of the flapping angle is multiplied with the dimensional blade element 

radial position in order to determine the dynamic inflow contribution to the total 

perpendicular velocity of the blade element. Time derivative of the flap angle is 

calculated with the difference between the flap angles at two adjacent azimuth 

locations and the time for the blade to travel over the angular distance between 

those adjacent azimuth angles. Time derivative of the flapping angle is calculated 

with the equation below; 

2
Ω

 

(3-20) 

where n is azimuth step number, N is total azimuth steps which are user defined 

input to the mathematical model. 
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 All inflow contributions are superposed in order to determine the total 

perpendicular velocity that each blade element encounters. The total perpendicular 

velocity component that each blade element encounters at each azimuth step is 

calculated with the equations below; 

Ω sin  

(3-21) 

&
 

(3-22) 

 

(3-23) 

 

(3-24) 

, , , , , ,

  &   
                                 

(3-25) 

 Total perpendicular and tangential velocity components of the total velocity 

that each blade element encounters are used to determine the inflow angle of each 

blade element.  

 The inflow angle which is basically the angle between perpendicular velocity 

and tangential velocity that each blade element encounters at each azimuth 

location, is defined as, 
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, 2 ,  

(3-26) 

The local pitch angle of the blade element information comes from the blade 

model. As aerodynamic force and moments generated by each blade element 

depends on the effective angle of attack, the pitch angle and inflow angles are 

superposed in order to determine effective angle of attack. Aerodynamic coefficient 

tables depend on angle of attack and Mach number. The effective angle of attack is 

determined with equation (3-27) and local Mach number is determined with the 

division of total freestream velocity that blade element encounters by speed of 

sound at the flight condition which is calculated by environmental module. 

. ,  

(3-27) 

,
 

(3-28) 

Blade profile aerodynamic coefficients are interpolated for the effective angle 

of attack and local Mach numbers, and are used in blade element lift and drag 

calculations. The assumption here is that the sectional aerodynamic properties are 

uniformly distributed and constant along the blade element and aerodynamic loads 

are acting on the aerodynamic center of the blade element. This actually decreases 

the accuracy and fidelity of the method however increasing the blade element 

number along the blade act oppositely and increases accuracy especially at the 

locations near tip. How the blade element number affects accuracy of the method is 

investigated in the validation chapter of the study. Sectional lift and drag values are 

multiplied with blade element width in order to determined total aerodynamic force 
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and moments generated by the blade element. The lift, drag and moment 

calculations are done with equations (3-29) to (3-31); 

, 1/2 , ,
 

(3-29) 

, 1/2 , ,
 

(3-30) 

, 1/2 , ,
 

(3-31) 

Because blade are assumed to be rigid and only permitted to deflect about 

flapping hinge, aerodynamic moment of the blade elements become useless for the 

calculations. However, for comprehensive or main rotor detailed analysis 

applications, aerodynamic torsional moment generated by the blades may be 

required to be calculated. Therefore, moment calculations remain in the method. 

Other than the aerodynamic loads, centrifugal and gravitational forces act on 

each of the blade elements which are also transferred to the hub. Centrifugal and 

gravitational forces, acting on the blade elements are individually calculated and 

superposed with aerodynamic loads in order to determine the resultant force acting 

on each of the blade elements. Centrifugal and gravitational forces are calculated in 

blade reference frame whereas aerodynamic forces are calculated in blade element 

reference frames. Therefore, aerodynamic forces are transformed to blade 

reference frame from blade element reference frame before calculating the resultant 

forces. Each of the force components acting on the blade elements are shown in the 

Figure 3-8. 
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Figure 3-8 Force components acting on each blade element 

 Aerodynamic, centrifugal and gravitational forces are resolved into their 

components in blade reference frame and summed up for resultant force 

components. In order to determine blade total force and moments at the blade root, 

resultant force components of each blade element are integrated along the blade. 

The integration equations are given as; 

, , ,  

(3-32) 

, , Ω  

(3-33) 

, , ,  

(3-34) 
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(3-35) 

 

(3-36) 

 

(3-37) 

 

(3-38) 

The existence of flapping hinge eliminates the moments around y-axis of the 

blade reference frame. Therefore the force and moments transferred to the hub are 

simplified. Besides, the force parallel to x-axis of blade reference frame depends on 

the azimuth when transferring to the hub reference frame therefore; it is resolved 

into its harmonics. Transformation matrix from blade reference frame to hub 

reference frame given in the coordinate systems chapter of the study is used in 

order to transform the blade total force and moments generated to the hub. The 

transformation matrix is given as; 

0
0

0 0 1
 

(3-39) 
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Multiplication of the transformation matrix with the total force and moments 

generated by the blade at blade reference frame system results in force and 

moments that are transferred to the hub and so to the fuselage. 

 On the other hand, the force and moments transferred to the hub are 

changing with azimuth and unless an azimuth position of the blade is specified, 

loads that are transferred to the hub cannot be determined. In order to eliminate this 

obligation of specifying an exact azimuth location, average of the total force and 

moments generated by the blade are taken in azimuth direction. The equations for 

average total force and moments transferred to the hub and to the fuselage are 

given as; 

∑
 

(3-40) 

∑ ∑
 

(3-41) 

∑
 

(3-42) 

∑
 

(3-43) 
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∑
 

(3-44) 

∑
 

(3-45) 

The average total force and moments that are calculated in blade reference 

frame are then transformed to hub reference frame with the transformation matrix. 

3.3.4 Blade Dynamics & Hub Model 

Initially blades dynamic behaviors are modeled with the flapping equation 

derived by Chen [44] which is in the same fidelity level with the initial inflow model. 

However in order to develop a main rotor model in which blade dynamic model and 

aerodynamic model are compatible with each other, Chen’s flapping equation is 

modified. The complete flapping equation is resolved into its components and then 

the aerodynamic moment component is replaced with the one calculated by the 

mathematical model developed. As a result, a generic blade dynamic behavior 

model is derived where aerodynamic moment around the flapping hinge is 

calculated independently of the flapping equation. Besides, on the other hand, with 

the refined main rotor model, starting from basic equations of motion [2], another 

flapping dynamics equation is derived and implemented as another selective option 

for user, Appendix B.  

It shall be noted that throughout the study, articulated hub with only flapping 

dynamics is modeled for main rotor. Addition of lead-lag hinges and other hub types 

such as teetering, hingeless are left for future study.  

Blade’s dynamic behavior is determined by summing all moments acting to 

the blade at blade flap hinge. It shall be stated at this point that, throughout the 

study, articulated hub type with only flapping dynamics enabled is modeled as main 

rotor hub. The total moment around the hinge leading to the flap angle which is the 
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only deflection of the rigid blade and dependent to azimuth angle is resolved into its 

contributor components. The general form of the flapping equation is given by [44];  

. 0 

(3-46) 

As the moments are written in blade reference frame axis, signs of moments 

that try to lift the blade up, increase the flap angle are positive whereas signs of the 

moments that try to decrease the flap angle are negative. 

The term MCF is the moment term due to centrifugal force. It is the moment 

depends on the centrifugal force generated because of the rotational velocity of the 

blade around the shaft and depends on the flap angle. Centrifugal force and 

moment is calculated with the formula stated below; 

Ω  

(3-47) 

Two terms occur in the centrifugal moment about the flapping hinge because 

of the possible existence of the hinge offset. The complete equation represents the 

moment generated because of the centrifugal force of a rotating blade with at a flap 

angle about a flap hinge which is not coincident with the rotation axis but has an 

offset. 

Mı term is the moment term due to blade inertia. It contains the information of 

double derivative of flapping angle, which is mostly neglected because of the 

negligible moment contribution. Besides second order terms in flapping equations 

brings difficulties to solve. The tradeoff between accuracy contribution and the effort 

in order to solve second order differential equations usually end with decision of 

neglecting the double derivative. 

 

(3-48) 
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Mcor is the moment contribution related with the Coriolis acceleration. It is 

generated because of both blade rotation around its shaft and helicopters angular 

velocities. Moment due to Coriolis acceleration is calculated with the formula below; 

. 2 Ω Ω  

(3-49) 

Mr is the restraint moment if a torsional spring exists on the flapping hinge, 

and calculated with simple basic moment equation of spring. 

 

(3-50) 

MBA and MBL are the moments due to helicopter translational and rotational 

accelerations. As helicopter maneuvers generate flapping moment for the blade, 

these contributions should be included in the flap equation. The moment 

contributions are calculated by; 

 

(3-51) 

 

(3-52) 

Except from the centrifugal moment, one of the dominant moment 

contributions is generated by the gravitational acceleration and blade mass.  Weight 

moment of the blade about flapping hinge is calculated as follows; 

1 /2 

(3-53) 
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Lastly, MA term in the total moment equation refers to the aerodynamic 

moment generated by the blades. Normally in the flapping equation derived by Chen 

[44] the aerodynamic force equations exist. However, because blade flaps under the 

aerodynamic forces and aerodynamic forces are strongly coupled with the blades 

flap motion, the aerodynamic model that is used to calculate the load distribution 

over the rotor disk and is used to determine the flap angles should be identical for 

accurate mathematical models. Therefore, the flap equation derived by Chen is 

resolved into its components as the given formula above and the aerodynamic 

moment contribution is calculated individually. The total aerodynamic moment about 

the flapping hinge is calculated with the integration of the moments of each blade 

element around flapping hinge along the blade span. 

 

(3-54) 

The coupling between aerodynamic forces and flapping angles are obtained 

with a loop between the aerodynamic model where forces are calculated depending 

on flap angles, and the blade dynamic model where flap angles are calculated under 

the aerodynamic loading. 

As a result, a complete flapping equation is derived and a loop between 

aerodynamic model and blade dynamic model is built in order the calculate blade 

dynamic behavior under any flight condition. 

Ω 2 Ω Ω

1
2

 

(3-55) 
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The complete flapping equation which is azimuth angle dependent is solved 

for β. At each azimuth angle, the equation is solved individually and flap angle 

variation with azimuth angle is determined. 

3.4 Re-Fined Main Rotor Model 

As being the main force and moment contributor to the whole helicopter 

system, main rotor in a mathematical model shall be modeled accurately. On the 

other hand, the more accurate and at higher fidelity a model is the more complex it 

is and inefficient on computational cost issue. Therefore a trade of is done between 

accuracy and computation cost. As a result, main rotor is modeled with several sub 

models with different fidelities, accuracy and complexity. The option to select to 

model that is going to be used in the analyses is left to the user. The main rotor 

model in the initial mathematical model is then replaced with the refined main rotor 

model. The following chapters describe the inflow models for hover and forward 

flight conditions at different fidelity and complexities, the wake prediction methods 

and models that are implemented into the mathematical model and methods for 

calculating wake induced velocities for both hover and forward flight cases. 

3.4.1 Hover Inflow Model 

 Momentum theory which neglects the tip losses and assumes uniform inflow 

distribution in both radial and azimuthal direction was implemented in the initial 

mathematical model. On the contrary, in the refined aerodynamic model two 

different inflow models are implemented and the option to select is left to the user.  

 The first model implemented for the refined aerodynamic model is the 

combination of momentum and blade element theory modified with Prandtl’s Tip 

Loss Function [19]. This model also supplies initial conditions for the higher fidelity 

second inflow model. Prandtl’s tip loss function provides a solution to model the 

inflow distribution while taking blade tip losses into account. Instead of assuming a 

constant tip loss factor value which is mostly used in Wind Turbines as Betz 

constant [20], a formula is derived by Prandtl [19] so that loss factor varies with 

blade number, radial position of the blade element and local induced inflow angle. 

The main effect of the factor is to increase the induced velocity near tips of the 
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blades so that the lift generated locally is decreased. The correction factor that is 

included in the quadratic formula of the inflow distribution is determined by the 

formulas; (3-56) to (3-58). 

2
 

(3-56) 

2
1

 

(3-57) 

 

(3-58) 

  The tip loss factor determined is used in the inflow distribution formula 

derived by equating incremental thrust coefficients from the momentum and blade 

element theories [2, 19]. The radial inflow distribution equation is given as (3-59) 

and is solved with simple fixed point iteration method while the convergence can be 

determined rapidly. 

16
1

32
1  

(3-59) 

 The second inflow model implemented with the refined aerodynamic model 

is vortex theory, which predicts the wake geometry, calculates the wake induced 

velocity on the rotor disk and total inflow velocity distribution for hover and axial flight 

cases. The initial values calculated with Prandtl’s tip loss function or purely 

momentum theory is used in order to calculate the initial circulation distribution over 
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the rotor disk. The first hover wake geometry is predicted with the initial values then 

with an iterative process wake geometry is calculated repeatedly until induced 

velocity iteration converges.  

3.4.2 Hover Wake Model 

 For hover flight cases, the distortion in the wake geometry can be neglected. 

Therefore Landgerebe’s wake model which is developed with experimental methods 

and includes the effect of rotor thrust, blade effective twist, and blade number on 

wake geometry, is accurate enough to predict the wake model [53, 54]. In the 

developed mathematical model, wake is modeled up to ten revolutions of the rotor 

with higher resolution in near wake and lower resolution in the far wake. In 

Landgrebe’s prescribed wake model, the tip vortex and the remaining vortex sheet is 

modeled separately while the sudden change in axial velocity because of the 

consecutive blade passing by sudden changes in factors used in the formulation. 

The tip vortex geometry is described by the equations (3-60) to (3-69) [19, 53 and 

54]. 

Landgrebe’s Prescribed Wake Model 

0 2 /

/

2
2 /  

(3-60) 

1  

(3-61) 

0.25 0.001  

(3-62) 
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1.41 0.0141
2

1 0.01  

(3-63) 

0.78, Δ 0.145 27  

(3-64) 

The remaining vortex sheet is described with a set of equations for the very 

outer and inner vortex filaments where the sheet at intermediate parts is determined 

by linear interpolation. The outer and inner vortex geometries are determined with 

the following equations where again the sudden change in the axial velocity in the 

rotor wake is modeled with sudden change in geometry factors. 

 The outer and inner end of the vortex sheets are calculated by different 

formulas. The outer end of the sheet is represented by; 

, 0 2 /

,
2

,
2

2 /
 

(3-65) 

0 0 2 /

,
2

/2
 

(3-66) 

, 2.2
2

 

(3-67) 
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2

 

(3-68) 

, 128
0.45 18

2
 

(3-69) 

 In addition to whole vortex sheet solution, the prescribed wake geometry 

model is modified so that the whole rotor wake is divided into regions according their 

influence strength on the rotor disk. Whole rotor wake is divided into three regions. 

The first region which is generally up to 90 degrees of azimuth following-up the 

blade that the vortices are trailed and called near wake. In the near wake, wake has 

the highest influence on induced velocity on the rotor disk therefore whole vortex 

sheet is taken into account. The second region, where the tip and root vortices start 

to roll and form up, called the roll-up wake. The last and the least effective on wake 

induced velocity region is far wake where the whole vortex sheet is represented with 

only one strong tip vortex filament. In the Figure 3-9 whole vortex sheet (right) and 

the roll-up tip vortex with inner vortices represented by the vortex sheet (left) are 

shown [28]. More study and validation with experimental data on Landgrebe’s 

prescribed wake geometry can be found at Leishman’s “Principles of Helicopter 

Aerodynamics” [19]. Comparison of wake geometries calculated by prescribed wake 

and free wake models with the experimental data is presented in the Figure 3-10. 
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Figure 3-9 Landgrebe's Prescribed Wake Model (with/without rolling-up tip vortex) 

Dividing the wake into regions and decreasing the vortex filaments at roll-up 

and far wake regions decreases the computational cost of the wake induced velocity 

calculation process while it also decreases accuracy.  The choice to use whole 

vortex sheet model or modified wake model is left to the user.  
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Figure 3-10 Comparison of prescribed and free wake methods with experimental measurement. 
[19] 

3.4.3 Hover Wake Induced Velocity Model 

Wake induced velocity is calculated with the multiplication of influence matrix 

and circulation distribution. The circulation distribution which depends on local lift 

coefficient and dynamic pressure is calculated during aerodynamic load calculation. 

For hover flight cases, the circulation distribution is embedded into an array which is 

multiplied with the influence matrix in order to determine the total wake induced 

velocity. On the other hand, influence matrix which contains the information of each 

vortex filament induction on each blade element at each azimuth angle, is calculated 

by the help of Biot-Savart law [36]. 
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 In order to determine the influence matrix, each vortex filament in the wake 

geometry, is divided into vortex elements. The lengths of these vortex elements are 

taken smaller in the near wake in order to capture the curvatures of the vortex 

filament and the induction done by the vortex filament accurately; while lengths of 

the vortex elements get longer at far wake in which induction influence is weakest. 

Then influence of each vortex element from each vortex filament to each blade 

element is calculated by Biot-Savart’s law [36]. The influence of a vortex element on 

a point in space is calculated with the equation (3-70); 

Γ
4 / Γ  

(3-70) 

Where h defines a normal vector to the vortex element from the point that the 

influence of the vortex element is desired to be determined and rc is the vortex core 

size.  

 

Figure 3-11 Biot-Savart’s Law for curved and straight vortex filament segments [19] 
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 If the number of blade elements is represented by n and the number of 

vortex elements is represented by m, then a matrix with a size of n x m including the 

influence coefficients can be built. Besides, similar vortex filaments are trailed from 

each blade of the rotor. Therefore, there will be an influence matrix for each blade of 

the rotor. 

In order to determine the induced velocity distribution over a single blade, the 

influence matrices, containing influence coefficients, from each blade are multiplied 

with the circulation distribution of each blade. As a result, induction done by each 

vortex element from each vortex filament from each blade on each blade element of 

a single blade is determined. This process is repeated for each blade at each 

azimuth angle so that wake induced velocity distribution over the rotor disk is 

obtained. The induced velocity calculation is done with the following formula where 

influence matrix including wake’s effect is multiplied with circulation distribution in 

order to determine induced velocity distribution. 

 

 (3-71) 

Γ Γ  

(3-72) 

, Γ  

(3-73) 

3.4.4 Forward Flight Inflow Models 

Similar to hover, different inflow models are implemented with different 

fidelities. According to the aim of the analysis or simulation that is going to be done, 
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proper inflow model could be selected by the user. With the forward flight, the axial 

symmetricity of the inflow distribution over the rotor disk starts to distort. The non-

symmetric tangential velocity that blades encounter at advancing and retreating 

sides result in non-symmetric and complex aerodynamic load and inflow distribution 

on the rotor disk. Therefore unlike hover flight cases, for forward flight cases, inflow 

models which are able to define this non-symmetricity are implemented.  

Drees Linear Inflow Model 

Inflow prediction over a helicopter rotor disc for both hover and forward flight 

conditions is an issue for which engineers have been working on for nearly a 

hundred years. One of the first inflow models was proposed by Glauert which was 

firstly only a time-averaged longitudinal inflow [17, 18, 19]. 

1 1  

(3-74) 

where; 

2
 

(3-75) 

Then the non-symmetricity in lateral direction suggested to be considered by 

Glauert, resulting in the most general form of inflow model which is a variation of the 

first equation proposed. Both longitudinal and lateral variation in the inflow is 

modeled by Glauert which can be considered as the most general linear inflow 

distribution equation over the rotor disk, by the following formula [17, 18, 19]; 

1 1  

(3-76) 
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Starting from the time Glauert first proposed the inflow model; several 

attempts have been made to calculate the gradient coefficients. Drees inflow model, 

which is the lowest fidelity inflow model implemented in the mathematical model 

developed, suggests gradient formula which depends on both wake skew angle and 

the advance ratio. Besides, Drees model also suggests a first harmonic inflow 

coefficient formula for lateral inflow. Drees coefficients for the Glauert formula are 

determined by [18, 28]; 

4
3

1 1.8
2  

(3-77) 

 

(3-78) 

When similar studies on inflow gradient are investigated, it can be stated 

that, “Drees, Payne and Pitt & Peters models are found to give the best 

representation of the inflow gradients as functions of the wake skew angle and the 

advance ratio when compared to the experimental evidence.” [19]. for convenience, 

various estimated values of first harmonic inflow gradient coefficient formulas are 

given at the Table 1. It should be noticed that, only Drees’s inflow model deals with 

lateral inflow distribution. 
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Table 1 Estimated values of first harmonic inflow gradient coefficient formulas [19] 

Author(s) kx ky 

Coleman et al. 

(1945) 

tan /2  0 

Drees (1949) 4
3

1 1.8
 

2  

Payne (1959) 4
3

/ 1.2 /  
0 

White & Blake 

(1979) 

√2  0 

Pitt & Peters (1981) 15
23 2

 
0 

Howlett (1981)  0 

The assumption of linear radial inflow distribution over the blades, means 

neglecting the tip and root losses which differs the inflow solution from reality 

dramatically. However for certain applications or analysis done with the 

mathematical model developed at which lower inflow fidelity is acceptable, 

computationally efficient Drees model can be selected by the user. In addition 

comparison between the inflow distribution determined by Drees inflow model and 

experimental results are given in Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13. 

Mangler & Squire Inflow Model 

A higher fidelity inflow model studied in this study which uses 

incompressible, linearized, Euler equations in order to relates the pressure 

distribution across the rotor disk to inflow distribution, is Mangler & Squires ‘s 

nonuniform inflow model. Inflow is described by the Fourier series; 
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2
2

1 ,  

(3-79) 

The coefficients in the Fourier series are determined by the linear 

combination of two types of inflow forms for which the linear combination weights 

are decided by the user. Type-1, which gives an elliptical loading and consistent with 

Glauert’s high-speed approximation, coefficients are calculated with; 

3
4

 

(3-80) 

3
16

1
1
1

/

 

(3-81) 

 Where v2=1-r2. For even values of n equal or bigger than two, 

1
3
4 1

1
1

/ 1
1

/

 

(3-82) 

 And for odd values of n equal or bigger than three, cn is directly equated to 

zero.  

Type-3, which gives a load distribution vanishing at the edges and center of 

the rotor disk, coefficients are calculated by; 

15
8

1  

(3-83) 
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15
256

5 9 1
1
1

/

 

(3-84) 

45
256

1 / 1
1

/

 

(3-85) 

 For even values of n equal or bigger than two, 

1
15
8 1

9 6
9

3
9

1
1

/ 1
1

/

 

(3-86) 

 On the other hand, for odd values that n are equal or greater to five, cn is 

equated to zero. 

Then the linear combination of the Type-1 and Type-3 loadings is 

determined by the formula below; 

Δ Δ Δ , 1 

(3-87) 

The iteration loop that uses Mangler & Squire inflow model requires an initial 

thrust value of the rotor in order to start the iterative procedure. Besides, a good 

starting point decreases the computational effort for the iteration loop. Therefore, 

rotor thrust coefficient is determined by Drees inflow model and used as an initial 

value for Mangler & Squire inflow model. 

 The inflow distribution results taken by both Mangler & Squire inflow model 

with a linear combination of half by half and Drees inflow model are compared with 

the experimental data in the Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13. [28]; 
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Figure 3-12 Drees and M&S inflow distribution comparison with experimental results [28] 

 

Figure 3-13 Drees and M&S inflow distribution comparison with experimental results [28] 
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3.4.5 Forward Flight Wake Models 

Unlike hover flight cases, forward flight wake geometry is non-uniform and 

axial symmetry does not exist. Non-uniform aerodynamic load distribution is 

generated over the rotor disk while resulting in non-uniform and non-symmetric 

induced velocity and downwash distribution. Rotors downwash is non-uniformly 

interacts with the wake trailed from each blade and vortex filaments interacts self or 

mutually with each other therefore wake geometry for forward flight is highly 

distorted. On the other hand, in high advance ratios, vortex filaments trailed are 

getting away from the blades rapidly, while decreasing the influence on the blade. 

Therefore two prescribed wake geometry models, an undistorted and a distorted, 

are implemented into the mathematical model developed. The undistorted 

prescribed wake model represents the simplicity and low fidelity; on the other hand 

the distorted prescribed wake model represents higher fidelity solutions for wake 

induced velocity over the rotor disk which is desirable when accurate rotor 

aerodynamic load predictions are required. Besides, both wake models 

implemented are prescribed wake models, which are always considered a modeling 

option in any form of the rotor analysis with the relative simplicity and the 

computation efficiency which is at least two orders of magnitude less expensive [19]. 

Undistorted Wake Model (Rigid Wake Model) 

The undistorted wake model assumes the wake of the rotor is uniform in 

which induced velocity does not change with time or position [19]. Vortex filaments 

geometries are defined according to the flight conditions and momentum theory. The 

thrust coefficient existing in the undistorted wake model equations is initially 

determined with simple momentum theory whereas within the iteration loop, the 

thrust coefficient is calculated repeatedly with the inflow model selected by the user. 

As mentioned, in forward flight cases the importance of the wake geometry 

decreases with increasing forward flight velocity when compared with the hover 

flight cases. Although undistorted wake model is far different from the real wake 

geometry, the model is sufficient enough to determine the primary effects of the 

wake over inflow distribution over the rotor disk [19]. Therefore, undistorted wake 

model is a useful wake geometry prediction method where high accuracy on rotor 
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aerodynamic loads is not required. Undistorted wake geometry is modeled with the 

equations (3-88) to (3-96); 

̂  

(3-88) 

: , 2 ,  

(3-89) 

: , 0 ̂ ̂ 

(3-90) 

, ̂ ̂  

(3-91) 

́  

(3-92) 

́  

(3-93) 

́  

(3-94) 
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(3-95) 

2
 

(3-96) 

 

Figure 3-14 Undistorted Prescribed Wake Model 

 

Figure 3-15 Undistorted Prescribed Wake Model 
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Beddoes’s Generalized Wake Model 

The second wake model implemented into the mathematical model is 

Beddoes’s Generalized Wake Model which is a distorted wake model while taking 

non-uniform induced velocity distribution into account [57]. Although it is a 

prescribed wake model developed by empirical and experimental methods, it is 

found to be very effective in predicting the rotor wake geometry [57]. The self or 

mutual interactions of vortex filaments, distortion because of the rotor downwash 

and non-uniformity of the induced velocity in the rotor wake effects are included in 

this prescribed wake model. As being implemented into the mathematical model 

developed as default wake model for forward flight, according to the aim of the 

analysis, undistorted wake model can also be selected for calculations. 

Beddoes’s prescribed wake geometry is determined with the equations below for 

which an example of the wake geometry prediction is given in Figure 3-16; 

1 ́ y  

(3-97) 

2 1 ́  

(3-98) 

́  

(3-99) 

If    ́  cos ; then no convection of the vortex filament above the 

rotor disk. In this case;  
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1 cos 0.5 | ́ |  

(3-100) 

If,cos 0; then vortex filament element is always in the downwash 

of the rotor and in this case;  

2 1 | ́ |  

(3-101) 

If both cases are not satisfied, than the vortex filament element spends its 

time half in rotor disk and half in the downwash way of the rotor. In this case the 

geometry of the vortices in the helicopter wake are calculated as; 

 

2 ́
1 | ́ |

 

(3-102) 

/ Ω  

(3-103) 

́  

(3-104) 
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́ sin  

(3-105) 

 

(3-106) 

 

Figure 3-16 Beddoes’ Prescribed Wake Model 
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3.4.6 Forward Flight Wake Induced Velocity Model 

Similar to the hover wake induced velocity calculation, Biot-Savart’s Law is 

used which is explained in wake induced velocity for hover flight cases part of this 

study. For forward flight cases, similar to hover, the induced velocity distribution over 

a single blade, the influence matrices, containing influence coefficients, from each 

blade are multiplied with the circulation distribution of each blade. As a result, 

induction done by each vortex element from each vortex filament from each blade 

on each blade element of a single blade is determined. This process is repeated for 

each blade at each azimuth angle so that wake induced velocity distribution over the 

rotor disk is obtained. However, for forward flight conditions, circulation distribution 

over the rotor disk is not axis-symmetric. Unlike hover, as the aerodynamic loads 

generated by each blade element changes with azimuth, the circulation and trailed 

vortices strengths changes also with azimuth angle. Therefore, the vortex strength 

term in the formulation of influence matrix now depends on both radial location and 

wake age. The wake induced velocity formulation is then modified and derived as; 

 

 (3-107) 

Γ Γ  

 (3-108) 

, Γ  

(3-109) 

 The comparison of the aerodynamic load distributions over the rotor disk 

determined by Drees and Mangler & Squire’s inflow models and vortex theory are 

done and given at Appendix C. Besides, aerodynamic load distribution over the rotor 
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disc determined by vortex theory at various forward flight speeds and control angles 

are given at Appendix C. 

3.5 Tail Rotor Model 

Throughout this study, tail rotor is considered as only two dimensional force 

contributor to the whole helicopter system. When compared with the main rotor, 

except from the thrust and drag components, the force and moments generated by 

the tail rotor may be neglected [6]. This is also validated at mathematical model 

validation part of this study. Therefore, lower fidelity aerodynamic models are 

implemented for tail rotor analysis. 

3.5.1 Tail Rotor Hub & Blade Model 

Similar to main rotor procedure, blade element method is used to calculate 

aerodynamic force and moment distributions on the tail rotor disk. Tail rotor blades 

are divided into ten elements (the default value, however it can be altered as desired 

by the user) for each of which aerodynamic force and moments are calculated 

individually. Blades are assumed to be rigid therefore blades do not deform under 

any loading. Besides, tail rotor blades are not permitted to flap or deflect at any 

direction. This leads inertial and centrifugal terms in the total force and moment 

equations of the tail rotor to drop.  

 For tail rotor, unlike the main rotor, only collective control is available in the 

developed mathematical model which is mostly the case in helicopters. Without 

flapping dynamics, deformation or deflection and cyclic control, tail rotor model 

reduces to a rotor model with thrust control only. Besides, throughout the study, tail 

rotor hub type is assumed to be hingeless hub type with collective control only which 

does not allow the blade off-plane motion. 

 As mentioned, tail rotor blades are divided into blade elements, generally 

equal widths, for each of which local incidences are calculated. For each blade 

element, local incidence is calculated taking collective control and twist (if exists) 

into account. For each blade element, the pitch angle is computed as; 
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(3-110) 

 Where θ0 is the collective angle which is controlled by the pilot or the trim 

model, r is the non-dimensional blade radial position on the blade, θt is the blade 

twist angle (if exists). Incidence calculated for each blade element is used by the 

aerodynamic model where with the inflow information and effective angle of attack 

the aerodynamic force and moments generated by the each blade element is 

calculated. 

3.5.2 Inflow Model 

The most important force component of the tail rotor is assumed to be the 

thrust. Therefore an inflow model with which only the thrust generated is predicted 

accurate enough is required. Besides, tail rotor blades are assumed to be rigid and 

hub is assumed to be hingeless. This eliminates blade flapping, deformation or any 

deflections while clearing off total centrifugal and inertial force and moments 

transferred to the hub of the tail rotor. In addition, when total force and moments 

acting to the center of mass of the whole system and the respectively big moment 

arm of the tail rotor, tail rotor thrust values are considered to be at second 

importance in this study. On the other hand, helicopters have the ability to make a 

yaw or coordinated turn maneuver to both sides. This brings the necessity of tail 

rotor thrusts to be able to change in a range from negative values to positive values 

which would provide the moment required for the desired maneuver. Therefore tail 

rotor control ranges usually includes negative and positive collective values, which 

requires tail rotor inflow models to be still able to work with negative collective 

inputs. As a conclusion, inflow models which are at low fidelity levels however 

accurate enough to be able to model the helicopter behavior properly, 

computationally cost efficient so that the main computation effort could be spend for 

main rotor, and reliable which conformable to work under a wide range of collective 

inputs including negative and positive values are assigned for tail rotor mathematical 

model. 
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 Similar to main rotor, different inflow models are implemented for tail rotor 

alternative to each other and the selection of the model is left to the user. For flight 

conditions for which tail rotor can be considered as a hovering rotor, momentum 

theory which depends on collective control, solidity and lift curve slope parameters 

of the tail rotor and Prandtl’s tip loss function combined with momentum theory 

which captures tip losses decently are implemented.  

As mentioned in main rotor inflow models for hover, Prandtl tip loss function 

modifies the momentum theory. Prandtl’s tip loss function equations are already 

been mentioned at Main Rotor Inflow Models section of this study. 

 The Prandtl’s tip loss function is implemented in momentum theory and 

blade element theory. Radial inflow distribution determined from blade element 

momentum theory modified with Prandtl’s tip loss function for hover flight conditions 

is calculated by; 

16
1

32
1  

(3-111) 

 For flight conditions for which the total freestream velocity including relative 

velocities and body translational velocity, can be considered as forward flight, 

momentum theory and Drees inflow models are implemented for tail rotor inflow 

models.  

 Inflow distribution from momentum theory is determined by; 

λ µtan αTPP
CT

2 µ λ

 

(3-112) 
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 On the other hand, Drees inflow model which is in general a method for 

determining the longitudinal and lateral inflow distribution coefficients of the 

Glauert’s inflow distribution formula is implemented with the following equations; 

The Glauert’s general inflow model; 

λ λ 1 k
x
R

k
y
R

λ 1 k rcosψ k rsinψ  

(3-113) 

 The coefficients of the Glauert’s general inflow model are determined from 

Drees’s approximations as; 

k
4
3

1 cosχ 1.8µ
sinχ

and k 2µ 

(3-114) 

 Where wake skew angle is calculated from; 

χ tan
µ

µ λ
 

(3-115) 

 Option to select any of the inflow models implemented in the mathematical 

model developed is left to the user. According to the aim of the analyses, proper 

inflow model should be selected.  

3.5.3 Aerodynamic Model 

For tail rotor, similar to main rotor, blade element method is implemented in 

order to determine aerodynamic force and moment distribution on the rotor disk. The 

induced velocity or inflow distribution that blade element method requires is 

calculated from empirical methods that are explained in tail rotor inflow model part in 

detail.  
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Figure 3-17 Blade element force and angle definitions 

 The absence of flapping dynamics and cyclic controls, leads simplifications 

in the both inflow model and aerodynamic model. For aerodynamic calculation, 

effective angle of attack is determined from equation (3-116). 

α θ  

(3-116) 

where θ is local pitch angle including blade twist and collective control and φ is the 

local inflow angle which is the angle between normal and tangential components of 

the local freestream air velocity. Local velocities are determined by the tail rotor 

inflow model where helicopter translational and rotational motions that are 

generating relative velocities for tail rotor are taken into account. The inflow angle for 

each blade element on the tail rotor blades are calculated as follows; 

, atan2 u , u  

(3-117) 

 Perpendicular and tangential freestream velocities that each tail rotor blade 

element encounters are determined from superposition of velocity contributions. 
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Tangential velocity contributions are defined as tail rotor rotation, helicopter 

translational velocities and relative velocities generated because of helicopter 

rotational velocities.  

u Ωr 

(3-118) 

u µ ΩR  

(3-119) 

u qz cosψ 

(3-120) 

u f r, ψ, µ, q u u u  

(3-121) 

 Perpendicular velocity contributions for each tail rotor blade element are 

defined as the induced velocity, relative velocity because of the helicopter rotational 

velocities and helicopter translational velocity in body y axis direction. 

u
&

v  

(3-122) 

u rx pz  

(3-123) 

u λ ψ  

(3-124) 
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u f r, ψ, λ , r, p u
&

u u
 

 

(3-125) 

Aerodynamic force and moment coefficients are determined by table look-up 

where coefficient tables depend on local angle of attack and Mach number. Angle of 

attack is determined from the difference between local incidence of the blade 

elements and the inflow angle where local Mach number is calculated from the ratio 

of total blade element velocity to speed of sound. 

α . θ ,  

(3-126) 

M , u u
a 

(3-127) 

 As the aerodynamic coefficients are interpolated with table look-up method, 

the lift and drag forces that each blade element generate changing in both radial and 

azimuthal direction is determined with the equations below; 

dL , 1/2ρV , C
,

 

(3-128) 

dD , 1/2ρV , C
,

 

(3-129) 

Lift and drag forces generated are transformed into tail rotor hub reference 

frame with the help of the trigonometric relations as defined below; 
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dF r, ψ dL , cos dD , sin  

(3-130) 

dF r, ψ dL , sin dD , cos  

(3-131) 

 The forces generated by tail rotor in tail rotor hub reference frame are 

azimuth averaged and transformed into body reference frame system with the 

transformation matrix defined in Coordinate Systems chapter. The averaged x and z 

component forces are calculated as follows; 

F
∑ F ψNA

NA
N  

(3-132) 

F
∑ F ψNA

NA
N  

(3-133) 

3.6 Fuselage Model 

Fuselage aerodynamic force and moment are calculated from aerodynamic 

coefficient table of the fuselage which is in wind axis reference frame. Aerodynamic 

center of the fuselage and mass center of the helicopter does not have to be 

coincident therefore aerodynamic offset option is available in the developed 

mathematical model. Aerodynamic force and moments generated by the fuselage 

acting on the aerodynamic center of the fuselage are transferred to the mass center 

of the helicopter and combined with the gravitational forces in order to determine 

total force and moments acting on the fuselage.  
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The total air velocities that fuselage encounter at its aerodynamic center are 

calculated from superposition of flight velocities at body axis reference frame, the 

relative velocities formed from rotational rates of the helicopter and the downwash of 

the main rotor. 

Freestream velocity is defined in body axis reference frame which is also 

fuselage coordinate system. 

 

(3-134) 

 

(3-135) 

 

 (3-136) 

Relative velocities occur because of the helicopter rotational rates and offset 

between fuselage aerodynamic center and mass center of the helicopter. The offset 

vector is given by; 

. . . . . . .
 

(3-137) 

In order to calculate relative velocities that fuselage encounter because of the 

helicopter rotational rates, offset vector and helicopter p, q, r rates are cross 

multiplied. 

. . . .
 

 (3-138) 
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. . . .
 

  (3-139) 

. . . .
 

  (3-140) 

In addition, in most of the flight cases in the flight envelope of the helicopter, 

fuselage operates under the effect of main rotor. The downwash of the main rotor 

changes dynamic pressure and angle of attack of the fuselage. In this study, the 

rotational velocities in the rotor wake are neglected resulting in two dimensional 

downwash effects on the fuselage.  

 

(3-141) 

λi term in the skew angle equation is the total mean inflow through the rotor disk. 

It is normally calculated in main rotor aerodynamic model, where aerodynamic force 

and moment generated by main rotor are determined. However, an option is 

implemented which lets the mathematical model to approximate the inflow through 

the rotor disk by using advance ratio and thrust coefficient of the main rotor. The 

mean inflow of the main rotor is calculated with the equation (3-142); 

2

 

(3-142) 

With an iterative process, mean inflow through the main rotor is 

approximately calculated rapidly. The main assumption for this is that main rotor is 

modeled with momentum theory and main rotor downwash does not change in 
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position and does not rotate. Therefore, the inflow calculated is directly added as 

downwash to the fuselage. 

 

  (3-143) 

 

  (3-144) 

 

  (3-145) 

Aerodynamic force and moments generated by the fuselage are calculated 

from aerodynamic coefficient tables which depend on angle of attack and sideslip of 

the fuselage and from dynamic pressure over the fuselage. Total air velocity 

components that fuselage encounter are used to calculate angle of attack, sideslip 

and dynamic pressure.  

. 2 ,  

(3-146) 

. 2 ,  

(3-147) 

.
1

2  

(3-148) 
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Aerodynamic force and moments generated by the fuselage are acting on 

the aerodynamic center of the fuselage and in wind axis reference frame.  

Therefore, aerodynamic loads are converted to body axis reference frame from wind 

axis reference frame with the transformation matrix [Appendix A]. The offset 

between mass center of the helicopter and aerodynamic center of the fuselage is 

used to transfer the loads to the center of gravity of the helicopter and combine with 

the gravitational force in order to determine total force and moments generated by 

the fuselage and acting on the mass center of the helicopter.  

 Aerodynamic force and moment generated by the fuselage are computed 

with the following equations; 

. .  

(3-149) 

. .  

 (3-150) 

. .  

 (3-151) 

. . . 

 (3-152) 

. . . 

 (3-153) 

. . . 

(3-154) 
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 Where reference length is taken as diameter and reference are is the main 

rotor disk area; 

.  

(3-155) 

 Then the force and moments calculated in wind axis reference frame are 

transformed into body axis reference frame with the wind to body reference frame 

transformation matrix; 

0  

(3-156) 

.

.

.

.

0  

(3-157) 

.

.

.

.

0  

(3-158) 

 Besides, gravitational force acting on the whole helicopter is computed as a 

fuselage force, acting on the center of the mass of the helicopter. Therefore, 

gravitational force is added to fuselage total force and moments. Gravitational 

acceleration is transformed from inertial to body reference frame with the 

transformation matrix and multiplied with the total mass of the helicopter in order to 

calculate the gravitational force acting on the helicopter center of mass in body axis 

coordinate system. 
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.

.

.

0
0

9.81
 

(3-159) 

 Finally, total force equation for the fuselage is derived as; 

. . .  

(3-160) 

 Taking the aerodynamic offset of the fuselage, the total moments acting to 

the center of mass by the fuselage are determined as the summation of 

aerodynamic moments and moment due to aerodynamic forces and aerodynamic 

offset of the fuselage; 

. . . . . . .
 

(3-161) 

. . . .  

(3-162) 

3.7 Horizontal Tail Model 

As component built up method enables to calculate loads generated by each 

component separately and then superpose them, aerodynamic force and moments 

generated by horizontal tail are calculated at its own aerodynamic center and then 

transferred to the center of mass of the whole aircraft. Total air velocities that 

horizontal tail encounters are calculated from superposition of body, relative and 
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downwash velocities. Angle of attack and local Mach number are calculated from 

geometric relations between total freestream velocity components and aerodynamic 

coefficients are determined from look-up tables which are also angle of attack and 

Mach number dependent.  The horizontal tail reference system is shown in Figure 

3-18 according to which aerodynamic force and moments generated are calculated.  

 

Figure 3-18 Horizontal tail reference system and angle definitions 

As body reference frame and horizontal tail reference frames are equivalent, 

there is no need for any transformation. Therefore, the freestream air velocity vector 

for horizontal tail is same with one for helicopter body. 
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(3-163) 

 

(3-164) 

 

(3-165) 

Relative velocity components occur because of the helicopter rotational 

velocities are calculated with the cross product of aerodynamic offset vector which is 

the vector from aerodynamic center of the horizontal tail to the center of gravity of 

the helicopter with helicopter body rotational velocities. 

. . . . . . .
 

(3-166) 

. . . .
 

(3-167) 

. . . .
 

(3-168) 

. . . .
 

(3-169) 
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Main rotor downwash on horizontal tail is calculated by using total induced 

vertical velocity through the main rotor and wake skew angle. The skew angle 

interval in which main rotor downwash effect would be included in horizontal tail 

velocity components is an input parameter and is specific to helicopter. The main 

assumption in calculating the main rotor downwash effect on horizontal tail, similar 

to the fuselage model, is that main rotor inflow across the rotor disk does not change 

in time and position. Besides, main rotor wake is assumed to be uniform and none 

rotating. Skew angle is determined by; 

 

(3-170) 

 Similar to the downwash effect calculation of fuselage, normally for inflow 

through the rotor disk is calculated by aerodynamic model of the main rotor. 

However, another option which approximates the main rotor inflow ratio by using 

momentum theory is implemented. The downwash of the main rotor is then 

calculated from momentum theory with the equation below; 

2

 

(3-171) 

Total velocity on horizontal tail is calculated from superposition of all velocity 

components. The downwash of the main rotor is directly added to the total velocity 

encountered by horizontal tail. 

 

(3-172) 
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(3-173) 

 

(3-174) 

Horizontal tail angle of attack, sideslip, dynamic pressure are calculated from 

the components of total velocity that horizontal tail encounters. 

. 2 ,  

(3-175) 

2 ,  

(3-176) 

1
2  

(3-177) 

αinc term in the angle of attack equation is the horizontal tail incidence at 

which it is assembled on the fuselage and is an input parameter which is specific to 

helicopter. 

The force and moment contribution of horizontal tail to the total system at 

center of gravity of the total system is determined by transferring the aerodynamic 

force and moments generated at the aerodynamic center of the horizontal tail to the 

center of gravity of the helicopter.  

When compared with the force and moments transferred to the fuselage by 

main rotor and other main load contributors, most of the force and moments 
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generated by tail rotor are found to be negligible. The drag and aerodynamic 

moment generated at tail rotor aerodynamic center are therefore neglected. 

Besides, horizontal tail is assumed to be symmetric along the x-z plane of the 

helicopter; therefore no rolling moment contribution to the whole system is 

calculated. As a result, horizontal is modeled as being only a pitching moment 

contributor to the helicopter. The lift generated is multiplied with the aerodynamic 

offset vector of the horizontal tail in order to determine the total pitching moment 

generated by horizontal tail and acting on the center of mass of the helicopter.  

For the aerodynamic force and moment coefficients that horizontal tail model 

requires, two methods are implemented. One method uses lift curve slope of the 

airfoil of the horizontal tail while assuming linear lift coefficient slope. The other 

method, similar to fuselage model, uses table look up method where aerodynamic 

coefficient tables which depends on angle of attack and sideslip, are supplied as 

input to the mathematical model. 

Aerodynamic lift force generated at horizontal tail aerodynamic center is 

calculated by; 

cos  

(3-178) 

Aerodynamic offset of the horizontal tail relative to center of mass of the 

helicopter is; 

. . . . . . .
 

(3-179) 

Pitching moment contribution of horizontal tail to the total system is then 

calculated by; 

.
 

(3-180) 
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3.8 Vertical Tail Model 

Similar to horizontal tail, aerodynamic force and moments generated by vertical 

tail (vertical stabilizer) are calculated at its own aerodynamic center of and 

transferred to the center of mass of the helicopter for its contribution to total force 

and moments of the helicopter. Aerodynamic coefficients that lead to aerodynamic 

loads generated by the vertical tail are determined from look-up tables which are 

angle of attack and local Mach number dependent. Aerodynamic coefficients are 

interpolated for the angle of attack and freestream velocity that vertical tail 

encounters. Total air velocity that vertical tail encounters are calculated on vertical 

tail reference frame shown in Figure 3-19 which is superposition of helicopter body 

velocities, relative velocities because of the rotation of the helicopter and downwash 

of the tail rotor. 
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Figure 3-19 Vertical tail reference system and angle definitions 

 As body reference frame and vertical tail reference frames are equivalent, 

there is no need for any transformation. Therefore, the freestream air velocity vector 

for vertical tail is same with one for helicopter body 

 

(3-181) 
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(3-182) 

 

(3-183) 

 Relative velocities because of the helicopter rotational velocities are 

calculated from cross product of offset vector from vertical tail aerodynamic center to 

mass center of the helicopter with body rotation vector of the aircraft. Besides, 

transformation matrix is again used in order to transform relative velocities 

calculated in body axis reference frame to vertical tail reference frame. 

. . . . . . .
 

3-184 

. . . .
 

(3-185) 

. . . .
 

(3-186) 

. . . .
 

(3-187) 

In addition, tail rotors downwash effect on vertical tail is directly added into to 

total velocity formula. Normally, the downwash of the tail rotor which can be 

approximated to the inflow on the tail rotor disk is calculated by tail rotor 

aerodynamic model. However, a simple momentum theory equation is used in order 
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to calculate the downwash effect of tail rotor to vertical tail. The assumption here is, 

the wake of the tail rotor is uniform and none rotating. The downwash is determined 

by; 

2

 

(3-188) 

 Total velocity on horizontal tail is calculated from superposition of all velocity 

components. The downwash of the main rotor is directly added to the total velocity 

encountered by horizontal tail. 

 

(3-189) 

 

(3-190) 

 

(3-191) 

 The angle of attack of the vertical tail is defined by the angle between x and 

y component of the total velocity, as shown in the Figure 3-19. Similarly, the sideslip 

angle is defined as the angle between x and z components of the total velocity that 

vertical tail encounters. Angle of attack, sideslip and dynamic pressure that vertical 

tail encounters are calculated by; 

. 2 ,  

(3-192) 
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2 ,  

(3-193) 

1
2  

(3-194) 

αinc term in the angle of attack equation represents the incidence at which vertical tail 

is assembled to the fuselage. It is an input parameter and specific to helicopter. 

 Similar to horizontal tail, some of the force and moments generated by 

vertical tail are neglected. When compared with the force and moment contribution 

to the helicopter coming from other main load sources, the drag and aerodynamic 

moment generated at vertical tail aerodynamic center are assumed to be negligible. 

Therefore only lift force that is in the body-y direction, generated by vertical tail is 

computed. 

 For the aerodynamic force and moment coefficients that vertical tail model 

requires, two methods are implemented. One method uses lift curve slope of the 

airfoil of the vertical tail while assuming linear lift coefficient slope. The other 

method, similar to fuselage and horizontal tail model, uses table look up method 

where aerodynamic coefficient tables which depends on angle of attack and 

sideslip, are supplied as input to the mathematical model. 

 Aerodynamic lift force generated at vertical tail aerodynamic center is 

calculated by; 

 

(3-195) 
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Aerodynamic offset of the vertical tail relative to center of mass of the 

helicopter is; 

. . . . . . .
 

(3-196) 

Pitching moment contribution of vertical tail to the total system is then 

calculated by; 

.
 

(3-197) 

3.9 6-DOF Solver  

Six degree of freedom equations of motion module computes translational & 

rotational accelerations with the total force and moments acting on the helicopter 

center of mass. Force and moments generated by each helicopter components are 

individually calculated in each components aerodynamic center and then 

transformed into body reference frame coordinate system. Each component’s 

transformed force and moments are transferred to the center of gravity of the whole 

system in order to determine the resultant loads acting on the helicopter at the 

center of mass of the helicopter. All force and moments contributions from each of 

the helicopter components are superposed at helicopter center of mass and 

resultant force and moment vectors are determined. 

  

(3-198) 
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(3-199) 

Total force and moments determined at center of mass of the helicopter are 

then used to calculate helicopter translational and rotational accelerations. Total 

forces in body reference frame are divided with helicopter total mass in order to 

calculate 3 translational accelerations, and total moments in body reference frame 

are divided with helicopter inertias in order to calculate 3 rotational accelerations. 

The coupling terms coming from the rotations are ignored at this step but planned as 

future work.  

 

(3-200) 

 

(3-201) 

 

(3-202) 
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(3-203) 

 

(3-204) 

 

(3-205) 

Translational and rotational accelerations are used either by trim the model or 

just by the integrator module. If a trim flight condition is desired which may be either 

static or dynamic trim condition, then the trim model uses the accelerations 

calculated by the 6-dof solver module and tries to neutralize them by optimizing the 

trim variables. On the other hand, if a simulation is desired, then the accelerations 

calculated by 6-dof solver are used by the integrator module where translational and 

rotational accelerations are time based integrated in order to determine helicopters 

new states which are used as inputs to the mathematical model for the next time 

step. 

3.10 Environmental Model 

The time integration of the developed mathematical model results in change in 

the position of the helicopter in inertial reference frame. The integral of translational 

and rotational velocities are taken in order to determine the change in position and 

attitude of the helicopter in a single time step. Besides integration over a time 

interval with time steps predefined, motion and dynamic behavior of the helicopter 

during a maneuver or flight condition are calculated. According to the calculated 

path of the helicopter during a simulation or analysis, air properties change with the 

change in atmospheric temperature or altitude of the helicopter. Therefore air 
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properties that are used in the calculations are modeled in a different module, which 

takes altitude and temperature difference between standard air temperature and the 

temperature that the analyses desired to be done at, as input. Outputs of the 

environmental model are pressure, air density, viscosity and speed of sound at the 

flight or analysis altitude. 

 Air pressure at analysis or simulation altitude is calculated or updated with 

the equation (3-206) 

P 100
44331.514 z

11880.516

.
P Pa , z m  

(3-206) 

 Atmospheric standard temperature is calculated by; 

T T a h h T °C , h km [Kansas] 

(3-207) 

a = -6.5 °C/km (up to 11 km of altitude) 

(3-208) 

 If T1 and h1 are taken air parameters at sea level, which mean zero altitude 

and 15° C temperature, and then the temperature formula leads the standard 

atmosphere temperature at the flight altitude. The ISA+ parameter in the inputs, 

defined the temperature that will be added on the standard air temperature, which 

would have effect on air density, viscosity and air speed values. The slope 

parameter “a” in the temperature equation is a standard values for atmosphere 

regions. 

 Air density which directly affects the helicopter performance is calculated 

with ideal gas assumption while the pressure and temperature values which are 

included in the formulation of density from above equations. 
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, 287.05  

(3-209) 

 Air viscosity value is required in vortex core calculation which also directly 

affects the rotor performance. For viscosity calculation, Sutherland’s Law is 

implemented, in which viscosity is represented and calculated according to a 

reference value; 

/

 

(3-210) 

Table 2 Sutherland’s Law Coefficients for air 

   
√

 

1.716  10  273.15 110.4 1.458  10  

As airfoil aerodynamic coefficient tables are angle of attack and Mach 

number dependent, local Mach number, so the speed of sound, is another dominant 

factor that directly affects the helicopter and helicopter rotor performance. Speed of 

sound is calculated with the following equation; 

, 1.4  

(3-211) 
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CHAPTER 4  

MATHEMATICAL MODEL VALIDATION 

In this chapter, the mathematical model developed (HELCOMAS, Helicopter 

Comprehensive Modeling, Analysis and Simulation Tool) is validated with both flight 

test data of various helicopters and with the comprehensive rotorcraft analysis tools 

CAMRAD/JA and FLIGHTLAB. Different fidelity sub models of the main rotor 

aerodynamic model are used for both hover and forward flight cases and results are 

compared with the validation data. 

4.1 WESSEX VALIDATION WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

 

Figure 4-1 Westland Wessex [69] 
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The refined aerodynamic model of the developed mathematical model 

(xBEM) is validated with the flight test data of the Wessex [Figure 4-1] helicopters 

for hovering flight conditions. The flight test data of the Wessex helicopters are 

taken from Young’s work [37] done in 1976 on developing a hover rotor performance 

model. The experimental data on Wessex helicopters presented on the Young’s 

work are the measurements taken during free flight tests at RAE Bedford. The 

Wessex helicopter main rotor configuration is given at Table 3. 

Table 3 Wessex Helicopter main rotor parameters [37] 

Main Rotor Parameters   

Number of Blades 4 

Rotor radius (m) 8.53 

Blade Root Cut-Out (%) 16 

Chord Length (m) 0.417 

Tip speed (m/s) 205 

Rotor RPM 229.6 

Flapping Hinge Position (%) 3.5 

Precone Angle (deg) 0 

Blade Twist (deg) -8 

Shaft Tilt (deg) 0 

Blade Profile 
NACA 

0012 

 It is mentioned in the Young’s study that, “The experimental results were 

obtained on three different days with the rotor thrust coefficient varied mainly by 

changing the altitude and mass of the aircraft”. The change of torque coefficient with 

thrust coefficient data were extracted from the flight test.  
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 Analyses were done with different sub models of the vortex wake method 

implemented with the xBEM. The option to decide whether to represent the rotor 

wake with only a strong tip vortex or with the vortices that roll-up and form strong tip 

vortex or with the whole vortex sheet where each vortex filament that are trailed 

from each blade element are modeled for ten rotations of the blade, was 

implemented into the aerodynamic model and left to the user. In order to validate 

each of the option and compare the accuracy of the results taken with each wake 

representation method with each other, analyses with all options have been done 

and compared with the flight test data. The change of torque coefficient with the 

thrust coefficient is given in Figure 4-2. 

 

Figure 4-2 Wessex Helicopter Ct&Cq validation with experimental data 
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 From Figure 4-2, it can be deducted that from the all three options presented 

in the main rotor aerodynamic model, the wake representation with only a strong tip 

vortex gives the best accuracy. Although all three options are thought to be accurate 

enough for aerodynamic load analyses, the option with wake representation with 

only a tip vortex is used in order to investigate the effect of the radial section number 

on the accuracy of the analyses. More analyses have been done with 20, 40 and 60 

blade elements and results are compared in order to investigate the accuracy 

change with the change of radial section number. Results taken are given in Figure 

4-3. 

 

Figure 4-3 Effect of blade element number on accuracy of the results 
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 From the analyses results and the comparison with the flight test data, it is 

found that, with the increasing blade element number, results are changing slightly. 

On the other hand, it is evaluated that the change in the results with the increasing 

blade element number is negligible whereas the computation time increases 

dramatically. For example, it takes maximum 30 seconds to converge with 20 blade 

elements, 54 seconds with 40 elements and 71 seconds with 60 blade elements. 

Therefore, it is decided that 20 blade elements gives the best trade of between 

accuracy and computational efficiency and throughout the study 20 blade elements 

are used. Contrarily, analyses are done with lesser blade elements and it is 

evaluated that the results got worsen rapidly as the blade element number 

decreases.  

4.2 OH-58 VALIDATION WITH FLIGHT TEST DATA 

 

Figure 4-4 OH-58 / Kiowa [72] 
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In addition to validation with Wessex helicopters, main rotor aerodynamic 

model is validated with the flight test data of the OH-58 helicopter, Figure 4-4. OH-

58 is a two bladed helicopter with a maximum takeoff weight of 1500 kg. The flight 

test data of the OH-58 helicopter is extracted from the work of Hoffrichter [66] from 

Boeing Vertol Company, where new composite main rotor blade preliminary design 

investigations were conducted. Several flight test data such as hover flight at 4000 

feet altitude and 35 °C atmosphere temperature is presented in the study of 

Hoffrichter. The experimental data of OH-58 helicopter is compared with the 

analysis results determined by the refined aerodynamic model developed and 

implemented into the mathematical model. The helicopter main rotor configuration 

that is used in the analyses is given the Table 4. 

Table 4 OH-58 Main Rotor Parameters [66] 

Main Rotor Parameters   

Number of Blades 2 

Rotor Radius (m) 5.38 

Blade Root Cut-Out (%) 18.86 

Chord Length (m) 0.345 

Tip speed (m/s) 200 

Rotor RPM 355.17 

Flapping Hinge Position (%) 5 

Precone Angle (deg) 0 

Blade Twist (deg) -10.6 

Blade Taper Ratio (%) 30 @ r/R =0.9 

Shaft Tilt (deg) 0 

Blade Profile vr7 - vr8 

 The change of power required coefficient of the main rotor with thrust 

coefficient is analyzed at 4000 feet altitude and 35 °C atmosphere temperature and 
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results are compared with the flight test data. Analyses were done with vortex wake 

method while modeling the rotor wake for ten revolutions. From the results taken 

with the developed mathematical model, it is evaluated that the results show good 

agreement with experimental data, Figure 4-5. 

 

Figure 4-5 Validation with OH-58 Ct&Cp experimental data 

 In addition to the main rotor power required coefficient versus thrust 
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validated with the flight test data. In the Figure 4-6, the change of thrust with non-

dimensional radial location is compared with the test data. 

 

Figure 4-6 Validation with OH-58 radial thrust distribution experimental data 
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modeled with Beddoes wake model for ten revolutions. The main rotor power 

required calculations are compared with the flight test data in the Figure 4-7 where 

the change in main rotor power required with the advance ratio and thrust can be 

investigated. 

 

Figure 4-7 Validation with OH-58 main rotor power & thrust coefficient with experimental data
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 The difference between the flight test data and the calculated values of the 

main rotor required power at different advance ratios and thrust coefficients is 

believed to be related with the unknown flapping angles of the main rotor during the 

specified flight conditions. The analyses were done with the approximated flap 

dynamics model, which is believed to be the source of the error between flight test 

data and analyzed values.  
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4.3 SA-349 / GAZALLE VALIDATION WITH CAMRAD 

 

Figure 4-8 SA-349 / Gazalle [73] 

The Aerospatiale SA-349/2 Gazelle helicopter, Figure 4-8, was analyzed in 

CAMRAD/JA and the xBEM. In order to validate developed main rotor mathematical 

model in forward flight conditions, Gazelle helicopter is modeled with CAMRAD and 
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analyses at different forward flight including high advance ratios are done. Rotor 

performances, such as thrust and torque values, and effective angle of attack 

distribution over the rotor disk at several forward flight conditions are determined by 

both tools and compared with each other. The results presented in this study 

determined by the mathematical model developed and comprehensive rotorcraft 

analysis tool CAMRAD, showed good consistency. 

 The SA-349/2 Gazelle rotor employs three Grande Vitesse blades with a 

linear twist, constant chord and single airfoil. The main rotor blade geometry is 

presented in the Figure 4-9 [67]. 

 

Figure 4-9 Gazalle's main rotor blade geometry [67] 
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Table 5 Gazalle/SA349 Main rotor parameters [67] 

MAIN ROTOR 

Blade Number 3 

Rotor Radius (m) 5.25 

Chord Length (m) 0.35 

Rotor Solidity 0.0637 
Rotational Speed 
(RPM) 

387 

Tip Speed (m/s) 212 

Blade Profile OA209 

Main rotor properties are given in Table 5. 

CAMRAD/JA MODEL 

Gazalle helicopter main rotor is modeled with non-uniform inflow model and 

for the wake representation, free wake model is selected. For the first 22.5° of 

azimuth, wake is modeled as near wake, from 22.5° to 45° wake is represented as 

rolling-up wake. Starting from 45° of azimuth up to four revolution of the wake, wake 

is represented with far wake model. Tip vortex radial position is defined as 0.98 

(non-dimensional). 19 blade radial sections are defined for CAMRAD/JA model 

which are getting denser near to blade tip. Leaving all other parameters as default, 

Gazalle analyses are conducted with the built CAMRAD/JA model. 

HELCOMAS - xBEM MODEL 

 Vortex wake theory which is evaluated as the highest fidelity inflow model is 

used for Gazalle analyses. Near, rolling-up and far wake regions are defined similar 

to the CAMRAD model in order to have similar fidelity models. 20 blade radial 
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sections are defined and whole vortex sheet is modeled. Vortex core radius and tip 

vortex location calculations are done automatically by the developed mathematical 

model  

ANALYSIS RESULTS 

Main rotor of the Gazelle helicopter is analyzed in forward flight conditions 

with both xBEM and CAMRAD. The changes in total rotor thrust and torque with the 

change in forward flight velocity are studied. The objective was to validate main rotor 

aerodynamic model (xBEM) of the developed mathematical model. Therefore only 

main rotor module of HELCOMAS is used throughout this validation study. At each 

forward flight speed, at which comparison is done, pilot trim controls are inputted to 

the main rotor aerodynamic model. Pilot trim controls are determined from Gazelle’s 

full helicopter model built in CAMRAD. Main rotor total thrust and torque values, 

which are determined by developed aerodynamic model, are compared and 

validated with CAMRAD results. In the Figure 4-10, Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12, 

thrust coefficient versus forward velocity, torque coefficient versus forward velocity 

and thrust coefficient versus torque coefficient variations are given. 
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Figure 4-10 Ct vs Advance Ratio validation with CAMRAD 

 

Figure 4-11 Cq vs Advance Ratio validation with CAMRAD 
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Figure 4-12 Ct vs Cq validation with CAMRAD 

As seen from Figure 4-10, Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12, total thrust and 

torque values of the rotor are consistent with each other up to 0.3 advance ratio. 

After advance ratios of 0.3, which correspond to high forward speeds, results taken 

with xBEM start to deviate. Maximum freestream air velocity that blades at advance 

ratios higher than 0.3 are more than 0.8 mach. It is evaluated that the reason of the 

increase in the differences between CAMRAD and xBEM results at advance ratios 

higher than 0.3 is related with the different inflow distribution calculation techniques 

implemented in each tools.  

 In addition to total thrust and torque analyses, effective angle of attack 

distributions over the rotor disk are compared. For advance ratio of 0.26 and 0.30, 

effective angle of attack sweep over the azimuth angle are studied. In the Figure 

4-13 to Figure 4-20 angle of attack change with changing azimuth at non-

dimensional radial locations of 0.28, 0.59, 0.79, 0.87 calculated by both tools are 

plotted. 
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105 knots forward flight (µ = 0.26) 

 

Figure 4-13 Aoa vs Azimuth angle at r/R = 0.28 (105 kts) 
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Figure 4-14 Aoa vs Azimuth angle at r/R = 0.59 (105 kts) 

 

Figure 4-15 Aoa vs Azimuth angle at r/R = 0.79 (105 kts) 
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Figure 4-16 Aoa vs Azimuth angle at r/R = 0.87 (105 kts) 

125 knots forward flight (µ = 0.3) 

 

Figure 4-17 Aoa vs Azimuth angle at r/R = 0.28 (125 kts) 
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Figure 4-18 Aoa vs Azimuth angle at r/R = 0.59 (125 kts) 

 

Figure 4-19 Aoa vs Azimuth angle at r/R = 0.79 (125 kts) 
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Figure 4-20 Aoa vs Azimuth angle at r/R = 0.87 (125 kts) 
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calculated by CAMRAD and xBEM are evaluated as consistent. Even at retreating 

side at high forward speeds, the reversed flow is dissolved consistently. As seen 

from Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-17, reversed flow is encountered at locations near 
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Figure 4-21 Blade Flapping Harmonics vs Advance Ratio validation with CAMRAD 

In conclusion, forward flight aerodynamic analyses for Gazelle helicopter with 
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performed and compared. Results showed good agreement. Total thrust and torque 
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effective angle of attack distributions over the rotor disk are studied and compared. 

Even at the reversed flow conditions the results taken with the developed 

mathematical model and CAMRAD showed good agreement. As effective angle of 

attack includes the inflow, inflow angle, local blade pitch, blade flapping angle and 

dynamic inflow encountered because of blade flapping information, it is assumed 

that these parameters would show good agreement too.  

4.4 UH-60 VALIDATION WITH FLIGHTLAB 

 

Figure 4-22 UH-60 / Blackhawk [71] 

Forward flight validation of the developed aerodynamic model is done with 

Flightlab for UH-60 helicopter, Figure 4-22. Isolated rotor models are developed in 

Flightlab for UH-60 helicopter by using 45 state dynamic inflow models and Scully 

vortex wake inflow model. For different forward flight conditions, isolated rotor is 

trimmed in Flightlab for a target vertical thrust component which is approximately the 

weight of the UH-60 helicopter. For this study, because just the aerodynamic model 

is desired to be validated for forward flight conditions, the trim conditions are 
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supplied by Flightlab into HELCOMAS. The desired forward flight condition is 

defined as wind in Flightlab and the rotor is trimmed to a predefined vertical thrust 

value. Then the trim variables such as blade flapping angles and pilot inputs; 

collective and cyclic controls, are used for calculations done with HELCOMAS main 

rotor aerodynamic module only. The rotor configuration analyzed with both tools is 

given in Table 6; 

Table 6 UH-60 Main Rotor Parameters [31] 

Isolated UH-60 Rotor 

Number of blades 4 

Rotor Radius (ft.) 27 

Flap hinge offset (ft.) 1.2 

Blade root cut-out (ft.) 3.5 

Rotor nominal speed (rad/sec) 27 

Blade root chord length (ft.) 1.73 

Blade Profile NACA 0012 

Hub type Articulated 

Blade flexibility Rigid blades 
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where blade twist distribution is defined as; 

Table 7 UH-60 Main Rotor twist distribution [13] 

Blade segments Local Angle of 

attack (deg) start(%R) End(%R) 

13 20 0 

20 25 -0.15 

25 30 -0.95 

30 35 -1.8 

35 40 -2.75 

40 45 -3.55 

45 50 -4.4 

50 55 -5.3 

55 60 -6.15 

60 65 -7.1 

65 70 -7.9 

70 75 -8.8 

75 80 -9.65 

80 85 -10.3 

85 90 -10.75 

90 95 -13.1 

95 100 -10.9 

 The analysis method for HELCOMAS is selected as vortex wake theory; with 

Beddoes Prescribed wake geometry including 10 rotor revolutions of wake while 

determining the initial values for iteration from Drees linear inflow model. On the 

other hand, two isolated rotor models are developed in Flightlab. One is with the 

Peters-He dynamic inflow model with 45 states and the other is with vortex wake 

theory using a free wake model. Dynamic inflow model is developed with four inflow 
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harmonics and with a highest radial variation power of eight. Quasi-unsteady 

aerodynamic is used. Similarly, quasi-unsteady aerodynamics is used for vortex 

wake model. However this time wake is modeled with a free wake model with single 

peak circulation distribution and straight vortex elements. Four revolutions of wake is 

modeled with a tip vortex core size of 0.003 and inboard location for free wake 

geometry as 0.5. In the Figure 4-23 results taken with 3 models are presented. From 

the results, it is evaluated that vortex wake models both built in HELCOMAS and 

Flightlab calculates torque coefficient similar to each other. 

 

Figure 4-23 Cq vs Forward Flight validation with FLIGHTLAB 
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vortex wake method in Flightlab. Analyses are done for isolated rotor configuration 

at forward flight velocities; 20, 40 and 80 knots. Analyses conditions are trimmed 

with 45 state dynamic inflow model in Flightlab and trim parameters such as tip path 

plane angle and pilot controls are used in the analyses done with the aerodynamic 

model developed. Both azimuth and radial distributions of the non-dimensional lift by 

the blade elements determined and compared. Non-dimensional lift azimuth 

variation at radial locations r/R = 0.5, 0.75 and 0.9 are compared in from Figure 4-24 

to Figure 4-32. 

20 knots forward flight 

 

Figure 4-24 Cl vs Azimuth Angle distribution validation with FLIGHTLAB at r/R = 0.50, 20 kts 
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Figure 4-25 Cl vs Azimuth Angle distribution validation with FLIGHTLAB at r/R = 0.75, 20 kts 

 

Figure 4-26 Cl vs Azimuth Angle distribution validation with FLIGHTLAB at r/R = 0.90, 20 kts 
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40 knots forward flight 

 

Figure 4-27 Cl vs Azimuth Angle distribution validation with FLIGHTLAB at r/R = 0.50, 40 kts 
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Figure 4-28 Cl vs Azimuth Angle distribution validation with FLIGHTLAB at r/R = 0.75, 40 kts 

 

Figure 4-29 Cl vs Azimuth Angle distribution validation with FLIGHTLAB at r/R = 0.90, 40 kts 
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80 knots forward flight 

 

Figure 4-30 Cl vs Azimuth Angle distribution validation with FLIGHTLAB at r/R = 0.50, 80 kts 
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Figure 4-31 Cl vs Azimuth Angle distribution validation with FLIGHTLAB at r/R = 0.75, 80 kts 

 

Figure 4-32 Cl vs Azimuth Angle distribution validation with FLIGHTLAB at r/R = 0.90, 80 kts 
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In conclusion, forward flight aerodynamic analyses for UH-60 helicopter isolated 

rotor with the developed mathematical model and two Flightlab models were 

performed and compared. Results showed that the inflow distributions in both radial 

and azimuthal direction are highly dependent on the solution, trim and model 

parameters. Although the average force and moment coefficients generated by each 

model show similar values, the inflow distributions may show diverseness. The 

general trend and order of magnitude of the inflow distributions calculated by each 

model are consistent. However, model and solution parameters should be selected 

carefully as the inflow distribution results are highly dependent and sensitive to 

them. This can be seen from the figures also as even the results taken with the two 

isolated rotor models built in the same comprehensive analysis tool Flightlab show 

dramatic differences.  
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CHAPTER 5  

TRIM MODEL 

 The trim problem involves determining correct pilot control settings for the 

desired flight condition. Trim analysis could be separated into two areas. The first 

one is isolated rotor trim which intends to eliminate net pitching and rolling moments 

transferred to the rotor shaft or intends to hold or reach to targeted tip path plane 

angles or shaft moments by altering swash plate control angles. Isolated rotor trim 

only takes rotor aerodynamics and equations of motions into account and does not 

deal with remaining helicopter components or the whole helicopter. On the other 

hand, helicopter trim analysis, intends to find the trim solution involving proper pilot 

controls and helicopter attitude, for the desired flight condition. Helicopter trim 

analysis takes the helicopter into account as a whole. Helicopter trim analysis seeks 

correct pilot control settings for the desired helicopter states which includes 

helicopter attitude, translational and rotational velocities, accelerations (if exists) etc. 

Therefore, for helicopter trim analysis a mathematical model representing helicopter 

dynamics and behavior is essential.  
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Figure 5-1 Trim analysis variations 

 For both comprehensive analysis and flight dynamics analysis applications, 

several trim solution methods exist. One of the simplest methods is to decouple 

longitudinal and lateral dynamics of the system and use iterative methods for loops 

one comprehending the other [46]. Generally, for this method, helicopter is modeled 

with simplified equations and with inner and outer iteration loops of the trim 

parameters dynamics of helicopter are decoupled. Longitudinal and lateral trim 

solutions are determined in order which continues until the trim solution converges. 

Another trim solution method is solving the inverse equations of motion problem. 

The state derivatives are equated to zero and trim parameters in the helicopter 

mathematical model equations are left alone. Then with iterative methods, trim 

parameters that result in zero state derivatives are determined (CAMRAD). Another 

trim solution method, which is developed by Peters and Izadpanah [65], uses 

periodic shooting method with Newton-Raphson iteration. In this method, “the 

correct controls and periodic solution (i.e. the correct blade initial conditions to yield 

periodicity) are found simultaneously” [65]. Except from the methods mentioned, yet 

another method exists called optimization, which is also the method used in this 

study. 
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 The optimization method for trim solution used in this study ensures 

simultaneous computation of the trim parameters which are specified according to 

the flight condition to be analyzed.  Simultaneous solution of the helicopter states 

models the longitudinal and lateral dynamics and their effects to each other at same 

time, resulting in coupled trim solution of the helicopter at desired flight conditions. 

As the mathematical model is developed in MATLAB Simulink, built in MATLAB 

function “fmincon” is used for the optimization problem.  

 “Fmincon” constrained nonlinear optimization function attempts to find a 

constrained minimum of a scalar function of several variables starting at an initial 

estimate. “Fmincon” which uses a Hessian, the second derivatives of the 

Lagrangian, is a gradient-based method that is designed to work on problems where 

the objective and constraint functions are both continuous and have continuous first 

derivatives. More information about the built in optimization function “fmincon” can 

be found in MATLAB Product Help. 

As mentioned an optimization method is used for the trim model developed. 

The optimization function attempts to find minimum of a scalar function with several 

variables. Consequently, the mathematical model developed is defined as a function 

whose outputs are the state derivatives that are desired to be equated to zero 

according to the flight condition. The objective function on the other hand is defined 

as the sum of the squares of the state derivatives that are desired to be zero. The 

objective function that the optimization model tries to minimize is given as; 

 

(5-1) 

 The weighting coefficient in the objective formula is a diagonal matrix 

consisting of weight coefficients of the state derivatives. The weight coefficients are 

selected according to the importance and order of magnitude of the state 

derivatives. The accuracy of the optimization function depends on the weighting 

matrix; therefore the diagonal elements of the matrix shall be selected thoughtfully. 
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  The trim parameters and the state derivatives of a static trim solution at any 

flight condition are shown in the figure below. As seen from the flow chart, 

optimization function computes the trim parameters where the objective function is 

minimum valued. 

 

Figure 5-2 Flow chart of the developed trim model 

 Except from the static trim solution where translational and rotational 

accelerations are equated to zero, the trim model developed is also able to find 

dynamic trim solutions in order to model a trimmed maneuver of the helicopter. 

According to the maneuver to be trimmed and analyzed, not all the state derivatives 

have to be zero. For example, in case of a pull-up maneuver, because of the 

centrifugal acceleration acting on the system, the acceleration at body z-axis 

direction would have a value different than zero. In that case, the z axis acceleration 

parameter is taken out of the objective function. The optimization function then 

attempts to minimize the objective function excluding body z axis acceleration. The 

target exists as equating the remaining translational and rotational accelerations to 

zero whereas leaving body z axis acceleration free. As a result, dynamic trim 

condition of a pull-up maneuver is determined.  
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   The trim model developed compiles for the trim solution without 

decoupling the longitudinal and lateral dynamics. Besides, the user defined 

weighting matrix including the coefficients that shifts the emphasis on state 

derivatives gives the option to change the accuracy and dynamic response of the 

helicopter in the desired direction. In addition, the selective state derivatives that are 

included in the cost function of the optimization model enable seek dynamic trim 

solutions representing helicopter maneuvers. However, on the other hand, the 

process of finding minimum value of an at least six dimensional function with six 

variables is a computationally expensive effort. When higher fidelity and accurate 

aerodynamic models are selected for the analysis, the computational cost increases 

dramatically. A solution similar to the one implemented in CAMRAD [14, 15] is 

developed for this problem and explained in Future Plans chapter of this study in 

detail. 
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CHAPTER 6  

TRIM MODEL VALIDATION 

6.1 VALIDATION WITH FLIGHTLAB 

The mathematical model developed is validated with the comprehensive 

analysis and simulation tool FLIGHTLAB [Version: 3.2]. A helicopter with maximum 

takeoff weight (MTOW) 300 kg is modeled with both tools. The helicopter modeled is 

very close to the MOSQUITO XE helicopter, Figure 6-1, with simplifications and 

approximations. Velocity sweep analyses at sea level from hover to 80 knots 

forward flight are conducted and results such as pilot controls, helicopter attitudes at 

trimmed conditions are compared in this section.  
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Figure 6-1 Mosquito XE [74] 

The helicopter configuration that was modeled with both tools and used in 

analyses is given in Table 8. The fuselage parameters are scaled from UH-60 

helicopter with a factor of weight ratio between the two helicopters.  
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Table 8 Mosquito Helicopter parameters [74] 

Main Rotor Parameters   

Number of Blades 2 

Rotor Diameter (m) 6 

Blade Root Cut-Out (%) 20 

Tip speed (m/s) 167.86 

Rotor RPM 534.5 

Flapping Hinge Position (%) 3.517 

Precone Angle (deg) 0 

Blade Twist (deg) 0 

Shaft Tilt (deg) 0 

Blade Mass (uniform) (kg) 7.5 

Tail Rotor Parameters   

Number of Blades 2 

Rotor Diameter (m) 1 

Rotor RPM 2450 

Lift Curve Slope 5.73 

Profile Cd0 0.01 

Fuselage Parameters   

Total Vehicle Mass (kg) 280 

Ixx  (kg - m2) 250 

Iyy  (kg - m2) 400 

Izz  (kg - m2) 200 

Ixy  (kg - m2) 0 

Ixz  (kg - m2) 0 

Iyz (kg - m2) 0 
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FlightLab Model 

Main rotor is modeled with articulated hub type. Blade element method is 

used for quasi-steady air load calculations for counter-rotating main rotor with a tip 

loss factor of 0.97. NACA 23012 aerodynamic coefficient tables which are 

dependent on the angle of attack and local Mach number are used for blade 

element method inputs; while inflow distribution over the rotor disk is modeled with 

Peters-He 3 state dynamic inflow model. Blades are modeled as rigid blades and 

only flapping dynamics are enabled. 

Tail rotor which is one of the main force and moment contributors to the 

helicopter is modeled as disk rotor with collective control only.  

Fuselage is modeled as rigid airframe for which aerodynamic coefficients are 

provided as tables in wind reference frame depending on the angle of attack and 

sideslip angles. 

Helcomas Model 

Same helicopter configuration as the one explained in the previous section is 

modeled with the developed mathematical model. For main and tail rotor 

aerodynamic models, for hover flight conditions momentum theory modified with 

Prandtl’s tip loss function is used whereas for forward flight conditions Drees’s Inflow 

Model is used in order to get the same fidelity with the Flightlab model. Blade 

dynamics are modeled with Chen’s tip path plane dynamic equations which are 

modified in this study, and rigid main rotor blades are assumed to be uniform.  
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Trim results  

 After similar fidelity level models are constructed with both tools, trim 

analyses are done at sea level. Hover analyses and velocity sweep analyses are 

done at leveled forward flight cases up to 80 knots. Pilot controls such as main rotor 

collective, longitudinal and lateral cylices and helicopter attitudes (Euler angles) 

such as pitch and roll angles for trimmed flight cases are compared and validated.  

 The change of collective angle, longitudinal cyclic, lateral cyclic, pitch and roll 

angles of the helicopter at trimmed flight conditions with forward flight up to 80 knots 

(40 m/s) are analyzed and compared and the results are given in Figure 6-2 to 

Figure 6-5. 

 

Figure 6-2 Collective vs Forward Flight trim validation with FLIGHTLAB 
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Hover and maximum forward flight conditions require the high power to 

perform. Therefore, the trimmed collective angle starts with a relatively high value 

and decreases as the forward velocity approaches to the cruise speed and then 

again increases rapidly as the forward flight continues to increase to maximum 

forward flight speed. 

 

Figure 6-3 Longitudinal Cyclic vs Forward Flight trim validation with FLIGHTLAB 
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Figure 6-4 Lateral Cyclic vs Forward Flight trim validation with FLIGHTLAB 

 

Figure 6-5 Helicopter Pitch Angle vs Forward Flight trim validation with FLIGHTLAB 
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Pitch angle of the helicopter reaches up to 10 degrees at maximum forward 

flight speed in order to supply the required forward thrust to maintain the high total 

drag of the helicopter at the related dynamic pressure. 

 

Figure 6-6 Helicopter Roll Angle vs Forward Flight trim validation with FLIGHTLAB 

Generally the results taken with both tools are consistent with each other. 

However there are small differences which are evaluated as arising from differences 

in modeling techniques of each tool. 
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CHAPTER 7  

SIMULATION RESULTS 

Bo105 helicopter is modeled with the mathematical model developed and 

nonlinear time response simulations are done. In order to validate the trim model, 

developed, and study the dynamic response of a helicopter determined with the 

mathematical model, during a simulation, mathematical model of the Bo105 

helicopter, Figure 7-1, is built. Firstly Bo105 helicopter is trimmed in hover flight 

condition and the trim solution determined is used as initial values for simulation. 

Then simulation is done for 5 seconds and helicopter position in earth reference 

frame, helicopter states and states derivatives such as velocity components in earth 

reference frame and p,q,r rates are investigated. Dynamic simulations of the Bo105 

helicopter showed that, the trim solution calculated by the trim model developed is 

really the trim condition of the helicopter at hover flight as the helicopter continues 

its steady hovering flight without changing its attitude and flight condition. 
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Figure 7-1 Bo 105 Masserschmidt [70] 

 The parameters of the Bo105 helicopter configuration used in the simulations 
are given in the Table 9 [31];  
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Table 9 BO105 Helicopter Parameters [31] 

MAIN ROTOR 

Number of blades 4 

Rotor Radius (ft.) 16.12 

Blade chord Length (ft.) 0.89 

Rotational speed (rad/sec) 44.4 

Tip speed (ft./sec) 715.73 

Shaft tilt (deg) -3 

Blade profile NACA 23012 

Root cut-out (ft.) 3.61 

Precone angle (deg) 2.5 

Blade twist (linear),(deg) -6.2 

Solidity 0.07 

Lock umber 5.54 

FUSELAGE 

Gross weight (lbs.) 4850.17 

Pitch Inertia (lbs-ft2) 3667.92 

Roll Inertia (lbs-ft2) 1056.17 

Yaw Inertia (lbs-ft2) 3023 

CG below hub (ft.) 3.15 

TAIL ROTOR 

Number of blades 2 

Rotor Radius (ft.) 3.18 

Blade chord Length (ft.) 0.59 

Rotational speed (rad/sec) 233 

Tip speed (ft./sec) 726.21 

Shaft tilt (deg) -4.2 
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Helicopter is trimmed at hover flight condition at 100 ft. above the sea level. 

The nonlinear time response simulation is done for five seconds by using the trim 

solution as starting point. It is evaluated from the results that, helicopter maintains its 

initial condition throughout the simulation. Therefore the trim model validates itself. 

The trim solution found by the trim model, is validated by the simulation. In Figure 

7-2, Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4, the simulation results are presented. For five 

seconds, change in helicopter states and state derivatives are always in the 

tolerable region. 

In Figure 7-2 helicopter roll, pitch and yaw responses are presented. It is 

evaluated that, the pitch and yaw angles remain zero throughout the five second 

simulation. On the other hand, roll angle of the helicopter whose initial condition is 

determined from the trim model, is nearly constant throughout the simulation. The 

one of thousandth of a radian change in the roll angle is associated with the trim 

solution tolerances. 

 

Figure 7-2 Helicopter Roll, Pitch and Yaw Angle vs Simulation Time 
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Apart from the helicopter attitude, helicopter position in earth reference frame 

is also studied. From the figure below, it can be evaluated that the helicopter 

remains nearly constant at its initial position. As mentioned before, the trim solution 

is determined at 100 ft. altitude, which is reflected to the z position of the helicopter. 

 

Figure 7-3 Helicopter Earth x,y and z position vs simulation time 

In addition, except from the change in the attitude of the helicopter, it is also 

important to study the states and state derivatives of the helicopter as they include 

the information of the translational or rotational accelerations. In the figure below; it 

is deducted that, helicopter p,q and r rates remain constant during the simulation as 

trim solution suggests. 
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Figure 7-4 Helicopter p,q and r rates vs simulation time 

 In order to study helicopter dynamic response to any pilot input, simulations 

are done starting from the trim condition at hover flight. Helicopter nonlinear time 

response is simulated for five seconds to a pilot collective input. A 0.1 radian pilot 

collective control is inputted after two seconds simulation is started, Figure 7-5. 

Helicopter position change at earth reference frame and helicopter translational 

velocity change for five seconds are simulated and given in Figure 7-6 and Figure 

7-7. A collective input, as expected, results in a direct response in helicopter rotor 

thrust and climb velocity. It is evaluated that helicopter trimmed at 100 ft altitude 

suddenly starts to climb vertically with acceleration at the time the collective input is 

applied.   
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Figure 7-5 Collective control vs simulation time 

 

Figure 7-6 Helicopter x,y and z velocities vs simulation time (in earth reference frame) 
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Figure 7-7 Helicopter Earth x,y and z positions vs simulation time 

In order to study the helicopters dynamic response to pilot controls, a real time 

piloted simulation has to be done or a controller has to be built. As all the controls 

inputs are highly coupled in a nonlinear mathematical model, a control input from 

just one channel would not result enough information to decouple the helicopter’s 

response and investigate the response which is a result of the input only. As a 

controller design or a real time piloted simulation with the developed mathematical 

model are planned as future works, the study on the nonlinear time response is 

paused here. 
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CHAPTER 8  

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 Summary 

A mathematical model developed in this study defines a helicopter and all 

helicopter components that are force and moment contributors to the system with 

empirical and analytical models, in order to describe rigid body dynamics of the 

helicopter. Helicopter components such as fuselage, horizontal tail, vertical tail, tail 

rotor and main rotor are mathematically modeled in order to formulate the whole 

helicopter system as first order, coupled and non-linear differential equations 

The mathematical model is developed throughout this study in a modular 

structure. A tree like structure is used for the mathematical model where each 

module defines a helicopter component that has force and moment contributions to 

the total force and moments acting on the helicopter center of gravity. The basic 

flowchart of the mathematical model is given in Figure 8-1. 
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Figure 8-1 Basic flowchart of the mathematical model developed 

In addition a trim model is developed that controls the mathematical model 

from outside and an optimization model iterates the mathematical model until the 

trim conditions at desired flight condition is reached. The basic flowchart of the trim 

model is given at Figure 8-2; 
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Figure 8-2 Basic trim model flowchart including the mathematical model 

Initial calculations for the constants related with air properties and flight 

conditions are calculated in the environmental module. According to the flight 

condition, such as altitude and temperature, air properties that are directly or 

indirectly related with the aerodynamic loads generated are determined. Air density 

and speed of sound which are used in aerodynamic force and moments calculations 

and air viscosity which is used in vortex wake method while determining the vortex 

core radius are calculated within the environmental module.  
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Main Rotor Module 

As being the most dominant force and moment contributor to the system, 

main rotor aerodynamics is defined with several models with different fidelity and 

accuracies. Each aerodynamic model is at different level of the tradeoff between 

fidelity, accuracy and computational cost. Main rotor aerodynamic model is divided 

into sub-models such as tip path plane dynamics model, inflow & load model and 

the integrator model. Blade flapping angle, changing with azimuth angle, is 

calculated in tip path plane dynamics model. Force & moment equilibrium about 

flapping hinge at each azimuth angle, specified, is formulated and the blade flap 

angle which ensures the force and moment equilibrium is determined. Blade 

aerodynamic loading, gravitational, centrifugal and Coriolis accelerations, inertial 

forces generated because of the platform acceleration and rotation and spring 

moments (if exist) are taken into account individually at each azimuth angle while 

the force and moment equations are derived. The blade aerodynamic force and 

moments used in the flapping model is determined by the aerodynamic load model 

of the main rotor. Rotor induced velocity distribution; relative freestream velocities 

and dynamic inflow distribution which is formed because of the blade flap angle time 

derivative are taken into account in the aerodynamic load model. The flap angle 

derivation depends on the aerodynamic loading where on the other hand 

aerodynamic loading of the blade depends on the flap angle. Therefore an iterative 

procedure is developed between tip path plane dynamics model and aerodynamic 

loading model. Related information is exchanged between blade dynamic model and 

aerodynamic load model until the flapping angle at each azimuth angle converges. 

 The inflow prediction method is one of the most important steps in 

aerodynamic modeling. In the developed mathematical model, several inflow 

prediction methods with different fidelity and accuracies are implemented. For hover 

flight conditions, momentum theory combined with Prandtl’s Tip Loss function and 

vortex wake method combined with blade element method are implemented. 

Prandlt’s tip loss function which is the lower fidelity inflow prediction method can be 

used for analyses where the accuracy is at second importance such as fight 

dynamics applications for which time based real time simulations are performed. For 
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these analyses, the computational cost of the calculations receives higher 

importance than accuracy. On the other hand, when detailed aerodynamic analysis 

is required, vortex wake theory could be used instead. Counterweight to high 

computational cost, high fidelity and accuracy is the biggest advantage of this 

method. The high fidelity and accuracy of the vortex wake method is a result of 

taking the rotor wake effect into account in the calculations. For hover fight 

conditions, Landgrebe’s prescribed wake geometry model is implemented. For 

forward flight analyses, Drees linear Inflow model, Mangler & Squire’s Nonuniform 

Inflow model and the Vortex Wake Method are implemented. Drees linear inflow 

model which is lowest in fidelity and accuracy and Mangler & Squire nonuniform 

inflow model are mostly used for analyses where again the accuracy is of second 

importance. On the other hand, vortex wake model which has dramatically higher 

computational cost when compared with the Drees and Mangler & Squire inflow 

models is more accurate and has higher fidelity. Wake geometry is predicted with 

Undistorted Prescribed Wake model or Beddoes Distorted Prescribed Wake model, 

where the option of selection is left to the user. 

The converged flapping angle and aerodynamic loads are then used by the 

integrator model where aerodynamic force and moments are integrated along the 

blade at each azimuth step. Gravitational and centrifugal forces generated by the 

blade are taken into account and total force and moments generated and transferred 

to the hub are calculated at each azimuth angle. For main rotor total thrust, torque 

and power coefficients, the net force and moments transferred to the hub by the 

blade are non-dimensionalized and azimuthally averaged. 

Tail Rotor Module 

 Similar to main rotor module except from the blade dynamic model, tail rotor 

module is also consists of sub-models such as tail rotor aerodynamic model and 

integrator model. Tail rotor blades and hub are assumed to be rigid which prevents 

tail rotor blades from deforming or deflecting about any hinge. The absence of the 

flapping hinge eliminates net centrifugal forces transferred to the hub, dynamic 
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inflow that each blade element encounters because of the flap angle time derivative 

and the tilt of the tip path plane. However, the prediction of induced velocity 

distribution over the rotor disk is still important. Therefore, tail rotor module can be 

evaluated as a simplified version of the main rotor mathematical model.  

 Induced velocity distribution prediction of the tail rotor is divided into two 

parts. The total freestream velocity including platform’s translational velocities and 

relative velocities because of platform’s rotational velocities, are calculated at tail 

rotor hub in tail rotor reference frame system. If the total tangential air velocity 

calculated at tail rotor hub, is zero, which corresponds to hover or axial flight 

conditions, then Prandtl’s tip loss function combined with momentum theory is used 

for inflow prediction. On the other hand, if the total tangential air velocity that tail 

rotor hub encounters is not equal to zero, which corresponds to a forward flight 

condition, then Drees Linear Inflow model is used in order to determine the non-

symmetric inflow distribution over the rotor disk. The inflow distribution over the rotor 

disk is then used to determine the aerodynamic force and moments generated by 

each blade element. 

 The integrator model inside the tail rotor module integrates the aerodynamic 

force and moments of each blade element along the rotor blade in order to 

determine total force and moments transferred to the tail rotor hub by each blade at 

each azimuth step. Azimuthal distribution of total force and moments of each blade 

is averaged and the net force and moments generated by the tail rotor and 

transferred to the tail rotor hub is derived.  

Fuselage Module 

Fuselage is modeled as a solid body with center of gravity coincident with 

center of gravity of the whole system. Fuselage’s inertial forces are calculated 

directly at the mass center. On the other hand, aerodynamic forces are calculated at 

aerodynamic center which is by default taken to be coincident with center of gravity. 

However, if desired aerodynamic offset may be included in the mathematical model. 

Aerodynamic force and moments are determined by simple aerodynamic relations 
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where three force and three moment coefficients are determined from look-up table 

method. A table containing aerodynamic force and moment coefficients which 

depend on angle of attack and sideslip angles is introduced into the mathematical 

model. Local total velocity components are calculated by taking helicopter 

translational motion and main rotor downwash effect into account. Aerodynamic 

coefficients and dynamic pressure are used to determine total aerodynamic force 

and moments generated by the fuselage. 

Horizontal tail module 

Aerodynamic force and moments that are generated by the horizontal tail are 

firstly determined in horizontal tail aerodynamic center in horizontal tail reference 

frame which is normally coincident with the body reference frame system.  Then 

they are transferred to the helicopter center of gravity in order to determine the force 

and moment contribution to the whole system. The aerodynamic force and moments 

generated by the horizontal tail are directly calculated from simple aerodynamic 

relations. The aerodynamic force and moment coefficients are determined by look-

up table method where horizontal tail profile lift, drag and moment coefficients are 

inputted to the mathematical model in a table depending on angle of attack and local 

Mach number. The components of total velocity are calculated from helicopter 

translational motion, rotational motion which generates relative freestream velocity 

on horizontal tail and main rotor downwash effect. Angle of attack that horizontal tail 

encounters are then determined from trigonometric relations. The total velocity 

components that horizontal tail encounters are also used to determine local Mach 

number. 
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Vertical tail module 

Vertical tail force and moment contributions to the system are calculated with 

exactly the same method used for horizontal tail except aerodynamic coefficient 

tables are inputted according to vertical tail profile. 

Validation 

Validation of the developed mathematical model is done with both fight test 

data and comprehensive analysis tools such as Flightlab and Camrad. Trim solution 

is validated with Flightlab where a helicopter model at same fidelity and accuracy 

are built in both Flightlab and the mathematical model developed. Then for various 

flight conditions, the trim solutions determined by both tools are compared. On the 

other hand, the main rotor aerodynamic module, which is considered the most 

important and dominant component of a helicopter mathematical model, is validated 

with both flight test data of various helicopters and comprehensive analysis tools 

such as Flightlab and CAMRAD.  

One of the main rotor mathematical model validations is done with Westland 

Wessex helicopter using flight test data at hover flight conditions. Thrust coefficient 

versus torque coefficient at various collective angles are analyzed and compared 

with the flight test data [37]. The results seem consistent with flight test data. Then 

the effect of radial blade element number on accuracy is investigated using the 

same configuration and test data. Analyses are done with various blade element 

numbers and it is found that, analyses with 20 blade elements result in optimum 

solutions in both computation cost and accuracy aspects.  

Another main rotor mathematical model validation is done with OH-58 

helicopter. Power coefficient change with thrust coefficient for hover flight conditions 

are investigated at various collective inputs. Results determined with the 

mathematical model developed are compared with the flight data of OH-58 [66]. It is 

found that analysis results are consistent with flight test data. Then blade radial 
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sectional thrust distribution determined by the mathematical model developed is 

compared again with the flight test data at hover flight. In addition to hover flight 

analyses, power coefficient change with thrust coefficient at forward flight conditions 

are investigated. At various forward flight speeds and collective inputs, power and 

thrust coefficient values are compared with flight data. Both radial thrust distribution 

at hover flight condition and power and thrust coefficient values calculated at various 

advance ratios and collective inputs determined by the mathematical model 

developed are evaluated as consistent with flight test data. 

In addition to validations with flight test data, the mathematical model is 

validated with helicopter comprehensive analysis and simulation tools also. SA 

349/Gazalle helicopter is both modeled with CAMRAD/JA and the mathematical 

model developed in this study. Analyses for forward flight conditions at higher 

advance ratios than 0.25 are conducted and results are compared. Thrust and 

torque values at various advance ratios are determined by both tools and compared. 

The results showed good agreement with each other except at high forward speed. 

Results until 0.3 advance ratios show good agreement whereas the results at higher 

advance ratios show differences. In addition, effective angle of attack distributions 

over the rotor disk at various forward flight conditions are compared. Effective angle 

of attack distribution over both radial and azimuthal direction determined by both 

tools showed good agreement with each other. 

Another validation study was done with FLIGHTLAB using UH-60 helicopter. 

Main rotor of UH-60 was modeled with both Flightlab and the mathematical model 

developed. Analyses were done on various forward flight conditions and results 

were compared. Both vortex theory and dynamic inflow models are used in Flightlab 

models in order to study the effect of different inflow models on accuracy and inflow 

distribution Torque coefficient change with changing forward velocity determined by 

both tools are compared. As being at same fidelities, results of Flightlab model with 

vortex theory and the mathematical model developed showed good agreement. In 

addition, lift coefficient distributions on both radial and azimuthal directions at 

various forward velocities are compared. Results showed consistency while 

differences appear between different inflow models.  
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 Trim model validation on the other hand is done with only Flightlab model  as 

both tools require similar helicopter and rotor parameters in order to determine the 

trim solution. Besides, the selective and modular structures of both tools enable to 

build helicopter models at similar fidelity and accuracy. Same helicopter model is 

built with both Flightlab and the developed mathematical model. The helicopter 

modeled is basically Mosquito XE helicopter however with simplified parameters. 

Trim solution at different forward velocities and hover flight conditions are 

determined and compared. Pilot collective, longitudinal, lateral and pedal control 

inputs as well as helicopter attitudes are determined at trim conditions and 

compared. Results are evaluated as highly consistent. 

 In addition to validation studies, a time based simulation is also done in order 

to investigate helicopter dynamic response to various pilot control inputs. BO 105 

helicopter is modeled with the developed mathematical model and trimmed at hover 

flight condition. Time based simulation is done for five seconds and it is found that 

helicopter remains at its steady flight condition. As being at trimmed flight conditions, 

the trim model validated itself. Besides, a pilot collective step input was given to the 

helicopter while at hover flight condition and dynamic response of the helicopter to 

the input was investigated. Results evaluated as reasonable. 

8.2 Conclusion 

In conclusion, a mathematical helicopter model is developed throughout this 

study which can be used in aerodynamic load analysis; trim solution analysis and 

flight dynamic analysis activities. The main rotor aerodynamic and dynamic models 

are validated with both flight test data and comprehensive helicopter analysis tools. 

It is evaluated that, the developed mathematical model predicts the main rotor 

aerodynamic characteristics, such as aerodynamic load distributions, wake 

geometries, wake induced velocity distributions over the rotor disk, and helicopter 

dynamic responses such as trimmed flight conditions at both hover and forward 

flight successfully when compared with flight test data and comprehensive analysis 

tools.  
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The developed mathematical model outputs the aerodynamic load distribution 

over the rotor disc if desired, which is defined with an example at Appendix C. The 

ability of determining the aerodynamic load distribution over the rotor disc brings the 

advantage over CAMRAD/JA and FLIGHTLAB where aerodynamic load distribution 

over the rotor disc is defined with non-dimensional force coefficients. Without any 

additional operation on the outputs, such as making the force coefficient 

dimensional, aerodynamic force and moment distributions over the rotor disc may 

be directly investigated from the outputs of the developed mathematical model. 

Besides, total root aerodynamic force and moments generated by each blade at 

each azimuth angle are also defined as an output of the mathematical model. This 

again brings an advantage; over CAMRAD/JA and FLIGHTLAB where additional 

routines are required to integrate the radial force and moment distributions along the 

blade in order to determine total aerodynamic force and moments generated by 

each blade at blade root. Aerodynamic load distribution or blade total force and 

moments generated at blade root output abilities of the developed mathematical 

model [Appendix C] shows its importance mostly at preliminary blade design stages. 

Maximum and minimum loads that blades encounter at several flight conditions and 

maneuvers are at highest interest at preliminary blade geometrical or structural 

design stages. Instead of using computational fluid dynamics methods which would 

take days to solve for even one flight condition, several analyses may be conducted 

with the developed mathematical model within minutes. 

The inflow models implemented into the mathematical model are compared with 

each other [Appendix C] and from the results it is evaluated that except from the 

near tip locations along the blade the aerodynamic loads determined by each inflow 

model show good agreement with each other. Besides rotor total thrust and torque 

values calculated with each inflow model results in similar values. As the tip losses, 

peaks of induced velocity near tips and stall region at the retreating side are the 

critical aspects that affect the rotor performance the inflow model desired to be used 

shall be selected thoughtfully. On the other hand, as the rotor force and moments 

determined by lower fidelity models are approximately same with the higher fidelity 

models, for flight dynamics activities such as handling quality investigations or 

maneuver simulations, they are evaluated to be appropriate to use. 
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Throughout the study, it is evaluated that good inputs to the mathematical 

model results in good outputs while bad inputs results in worse outputs. Modeling a 

helicopter or a helicopter rotor requires several model selections such as inflow 

models, wake models or blade dynamic models. Each model requires its own 

specific input parameters which are also specific to each helicopter. Besides some 

implemented inflow or wake models requires parameters that has to be determined 

by flight test or with engineering sense. Therefore, the modeling input parameters 

shall be selected thoughtfully and carefully.   

 Throughout the study, it is evaluated that modeling of a helicopter or a 

helicopter rotor only requires tradeoff decisions to be made between accuracy, 

fidelity, complexity and computational cost. It is evaluated that as the accuracy and 

fidelity of the model increases, the computational effort and complexity increases. 

Therefore, according to the aim of the usage of the mathematical model, the tradeoff 

decisions shall be made thoughtfully. For example lower fidelity models shall be 

used for flight dynamic activities such as simulations or trim solution whereas higher 

fidelity and computationally expensive models shall be used for detail analyses such 

as blade critical load investigations or aerodynamic load distribution analyses over 

the rotor disc. 

 For helicopter simulations, lower fidelity aerodynamic models are appropriate 

to use as the computational cost for them are much lower. However, if a flight 

simulation with higher fidelity aerodynamic model such as vortex theory is desired to 

be done, then the mathematical model shall be improved in a way that the 

computational cost decreases. This is planned as a future work and mentioned in 

detail in future plans chapter. Besides, simulation validation which is also planned as 

future work, with flight test data and comprehensive simulation tools shall be done. 

The developed mathematical model assumes the blades as rigid therefore no 

structural model has implemented into it. With the rigid blade assumption, structural 

load coming from blade elastic deformation drops. The rigid blade assumption 

results in deviation from real case. However, the modular structure of the model 

enables development and improvement on any desired module. Therefore 

implementation of an elastic blade model is possible. Besides, the modular structure 

enables user to use any module individually. For example the main rotor 
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aerodynamic module developed throughout the study has been used in a study 

which mainly concentrates on elastic blades [68]. The structural model is coupled 

with the aerodynamic model developed and a rotor with elastic blades is defined 

mathematically. 
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CHAPTER 9  

FUTURE WORKS 

In order to further develop or improve the mathematical model, some future 

works are planned. One of the future works planned during this study is to decrease 

the computational cost of the trim solution calculation. A way, similar to the one used 

in CAMRAD [14, 15], which is to exclude the wake geometry and influence 

coefficient matrix calculation from the trim model, is planned. As being the most 

computationally expensive part of the aerodynamic model for main rotor, prediction 

of the wake geometry and influence matrix at each trim iteration step, increases the 

total computation time dramatically. Besides, the change in the wake geometry and 

influence matrix with the change in the aerodynamic loads at each iteration step 

may be neglected for flight dynamics activities [14, 15]. Therefore, with an initial 

approximate aerodynamic model of the main rotor, an approximate wake geometry 

and influence coefficient matrix may be derived and used for all iterations of the trim 

model. This procedure approximately decreases the trim solution derivation of 

helicopter nearly 50-60 times. 

Another future work planned is to linearize the nonlinear mathematical model 

developed so that whole system works with much less computational effort. This 

would enable to design a controller which would make the simulations more 

meaningful. A PID or PID combined with LQR controller is planned to be designed 

as future work. As a result, with linearized model and with the help of the controller, 

real time simulations using the mathematical model developed would be possible. 

Implementation of the hub types except from the articulated are planned as 

future works for this study. With addition of an elastic blade model which would 

model the blades elastically and takes the blade elastic deformations under any 

loading into account, hingeless and bearingless hub types would be available to be 
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implemented. For teetering hub type, some modifications on the articulated hub type 

is possible that would lead a model of a teetering hub and is left as future work of 

this study. 

Another future study that is planned is to model the aerodynamic damping that 

blades encounter at any flight condition. The aerodynamic damping is planned to be 

implemented as a spring & damper system at the blade roots. 
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APPENDIX A  

TRANSFORMATIONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT REFERENCE 
FRAMES 

 

Figure A-1 Coordinate systems used in the developed mathematical model 
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Subscripts 

Xi = coordinate system in inertial reference frame 

Xb = coordinate system in helicopter body reference frame 

Xh = coordinate system in main rotor hub reference frame 

Xbl = coordinate system in main rotor blade reference frame 

Xtr = coordinate system in tail rotor hub reference frame 

Xht = coordinate system in horizontal tail reference frame 

Xvt = coordinate system in vertical tail reference frame 

Inertial to Body Reference Frame Transformation Matrix 

 In order to transform parameters from inertial reference frame to body 

reference frame 3 rotations on 3 axes are done. For convenience the rotations are φ 

(roll angle) about body x axis, θ (pitch angle) about body y axis and ψ (yaw angle) 

about body z axis, Figure A-2. For each angle rotation, a transformation matrix is 

derived then these transformation matrices are multiplied in order to derive the full 

transformation matrix from inertial reference frame components to body reference 

frame components. 
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Figure A-2 Transformation between inertial and body reference frame systems 

 x transformation 

1 0 0
0
0

 

(A-1) 

 y transfromation 

0
0 1 0

0
 

(A-2) 
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 z transformation 

0
0

0 0 1
 

(A-3) 

Full transformation matrix; 

1 0 0
0
0

0
0 1 0

0

0
0

0 0 1
 

(A-4) 

 

(A-5) 

Wind Axis to Body Reference Frame Transformation Matrix 

Full transformation matrix [26]; 

0  

(A-6) 
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Hub to Body Reference Frame Transformation Matrix 

0
0 1 0

0
 

(A-7) 

Blade to Hub Reference Frame Transformation Matrix 

0
0

0 0 1
 

(A-8) 

Blade reference to blade Frame Transformation Matrix 

0
 

(A-9) 

Tail rotor to body reference frame Transformation Matrix 

1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

 

(A-10) 
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APPENDIX B  

ALTERNATIVE METHOD FOR BLADE FLAPPING MODEL 

This section describes two alternative ways to determine main rotor blade 

flapping angle at any flight condition. First method may be seemed as the simplest 

blade flapping angle model as it only takes gravitational, centrifugal and 

aerodynamic forces into account. The second method is the flapping equations 

derived by Wayne J. [2].  

 

Figure B-1 Blade element force equilibrium 
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The first method is described by the equation (B-1), where the first term is 

inertial acceleration, second is the centrifugal force and the third is the resultant z 

force of each individual blade element for which resultant is determined by 

superposing gravitational and aerodynamic forces together. The flapping equilibrium 

equation is described at each azimuth angle and solved for each azimuth angle. 

Ω 0 

(B-1) 

The second method for blade flap angles is derived by Wayne J. [2] with 

uniform inflow and linear twist assumptions. The integration over blade span and 

azimuth angle are included in the flapping equations therefore there is no need to 

solve the equations at each azimuth angle but once. 

8/3 . 3/4
1 3/2
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APPENDIX C  

MAIN ROTOR AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS FOR WESSEX 

In this section, inflow distributions over the rotor disk are determined by each 

inflow model implemented into the mathematical model are compared. Then 

aerodynamic lift distribution over the rotor disc at various forward flight speeds and 

control angles are determined and given. Inflow comparison analyses are conducted 

at 30 m/s forward flight speed with Westland Wessex helicopter rotor and inflow 

distributions over the rotor disk are compared. On the other hand aerodynamic lift 

distribution analyses are conducted at hover and various forward flight speeds. 

Although Westland Wessex helicopter main rotor parameters are given at Wessex 

Validation chapter and it is repeated at Table 10 for convenience. 
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Table 10 Westland Wessex helicopter main rotor parameters 

Main Rotor Parameters   

Number of Blades 4 

Rotor radius (m) 8.53 

Blade Root Cut-Out (%) 16 

Chord Length (m) 0.417 

Tip speed (m/s) 205 

Rotor RPM 229.6 

Flapping Hinge Position (%) 3.5 

Precone Angle (deg) 0 

Blade Twist (deg) -8 

Shaft Tilt (deg) 0 

Blade Profile 
NACA 

0012 

Load distributions over the rotor disk are determined by Drees linear, 

Mangler & Squires non-linear inflow models and vortex wake theory at 30 m/s 

forward flight and compared at Figure  and Figure . 
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Figure C-1 Load distribution over the rotor disk [28] (Drees, Mangler & Squire and Vortex Wake) 
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Figure C-2 Load distribution over the rotor disk [28] (Drees, Mangler & Squire and Vortex Wake) 
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From the load distribution results, it is evaluated that the tip losses could only 

be modeled with vortex wake theory. Besides, the order of magnitude, maximum 

and minimum load distribution values that are determined with all three methods are 

similar. As the aerodynamic thrust distribution over to rotor disk is directly related to 

the inflow distribution, the evaluated aspects are also valid for the inflow distribution 

over the rotor disc. 

Aerodynamic thrust distribution over the rotor disc at various forward flight 

speeds and control angles for Wessex helicopter are determined by vortex theory 

and given in Figure  to Figure . Positive x axis is the freestream direction for the 

given analyses. 

 

Figure C-3 Hover flight and 9 degrees of collective load distribution 
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Figure C-4 µ: 0 .15, Coll.: 6°, Long. cyclic: -5° load distribution 

 

Figure C-5 µ: 0 .15, Coll.: 6°, Long. cyclic: -5°, Lat. cyclic:-5° load distribution 

 

Figure C-6 µ: 0 .40, Coll.: 9°, Long. cyclic: -8° load distribution 
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Figure C-7 µ: 0 .40, Coll.: 9°, Long. cyclic: -7°, Lat. cyclic:-7.5° load distribution 

In addition, azimuthal change of total z axis force generated by an individual 

blade at blade root is determined for Wessex helicopter at 0.15 advance ratio, 7 

degrees collective and -5 degrees longitudinal cyclic.  The flight condition and the 

result given in Figure  are just a fictitious example to show the detailed analysis 

ability of the mathematical model developed. 

 

Figure C-8 Blade root total shear force azimuthal distribution 
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